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ABSTRACf 
LAW AND GRACE 
IN STJOHN CHRYSOSTOM'S COMMENTARY ON ST 
PAUL'S EPISTLE TO THE GALATIANS 
By 
D. I MOUZAKIS 
In this dissertation an attempt is made to analyse John 
Chrysostom's interpretation of the crucial theme of Pauline 
theology: Law and Grace. Following a general introduction on 
Chrysostom's exegetical work, which also provides a 
comperehensive list of all the references to Galatians in 
Chrysostom's works, the theme is treated under six chapters 
corresponding exactly to those of the Epistle and of 
Chrysostom's Commentary. The particular topics emerging 
from this analysis include, the divine origin of both Law and 
Grace, the preparatory character of Law and the superiority 
of Grace, the explanation of the early attitude of the 
Jerusalem Apostles and of Paul himself to the relation of Law 
and Grace in contast to that of the false-brethren of Galatia, 
the examination of the limits and carnal character of the Law 
in contrast to the potency and spiritual character of Grace, 
the precise meaning of the superiority of Grace over the Law 
and, finally the connections between freedom and love with 
Grace. Chrysostom's doctrine is marked by richness of 
doctrinal nuances and on several points, as for example on 
"oeconomy" as a key to understanding the Apostolic approach 
to the theme of Law and Grace, by origmal insight. The 
overall interpretation of Chrysostom, though not radically 
different from the common interpretation of this Pauline 
theme in modern scholarship, presents certain features which 
are typical of Eastern Orthodox Christianity and which could 
be taken up with profit, not least in the contemporary 
ecumenical dialogue. 
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PROLOGUE 
The subject of this dissertation has not been treated before, and 
I am grateful to Dr Dragas for suggesting it to me. It has proved a 
source of inspiration and satisfaction. This dissertation represents a 
modest attempt to get into the mind of one of the greatest exegetes 
of the ancient Church on a central issue of Pauline theology which 
has been repeatedly discussed by NT researchers both in the past and 
at present. Chrysostom's doctrine of Law and Grace in his Commen-
tary on the Pauline Epistle to the Galatians is not as original as one 
might have thought. There are, however, several points of content and 
emphasis which are peculiar to it and expose a perspective which is 
typical of the Greek Fathers and Eastern Orthodoxy. The principle of 
"Oeconomy" as a key to the understanding of the relation of the OT 
Law to the Gospel is such a distinctive point of content, while the 
connection of the notions of freedom and love with that of Grace is 
such a point of peculiar emphasis. These and several other points 
seem to be very valuable especially in the contemporary dialogue 
between Eastern and Western Christians. 
I feel obliged to express my gratitude to Dr Dragas's family 
and the staff of St Chad's College and of the University Libraries 
who assisted me in a variety of ways during my stay and research at 
Durham. 
s 
INTRODUCTION 
1. Chrysostom's exegetical work 
St John Chrysostom knew that by and large the Christians 
of his time were unable to read and, more importantly, 
rightly to interpret the Scriptures. They often lacked the 
spiritual presuppositions and even the basic knowledge of the 
language and the historical context which were necessary for 
such a task. Hence he dedicated his life to the preaching and 
exposition of the Scriptures, presenting them to his fellow 
Christians as "the words of eternal life".(l} This preaching, 
as one of his modern biographers puts it, was not an abstract 
account of Christian truths, but a powerful presentation of 
convictions rooted in personal spiritual life and experience. 
The teaching of Scripture was for Chrysostom an existential 
(1) [Cf. P. Ch. Andriopoulos, To KEiiJ.EVO 'tflc; Ken vflc; Ato:8i)Knc; we; 
£p1J.nvEun Kn apxn Ei c; 1:0 E:t;:nYnn Ko Epyo 1:ou • 1 oovvou 1:ou 
Xpuooo't61J.OU (The Text of the New Testament as hermeneutical 
principle in the exegetical work of John Chrysostom) [reprinted from 
THEOLOGIA vol. 60:2-3 (1989) 476-492 and 60:4 600-653], Athens 
1989, 43p.] 
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matter affecting the whole style of his life to the extent that 
what he preached was also what he experienced. Thus his 
sermons had immediacy and urgency as well as sweetness and 
force. They revealed both a deep love for man and a 
profound knowledge of the human soul. Their main aim was 
man's salvation and they were delivered in a natural and 
totally uncontrived manner as if they arose out of his human 
resources which were divinely provided.(2) 
Chrysostom's exegetical-homiletical work, comprising some 
700 exegetical homilies, in fact constitutes the main bulk of 
his total work.(3) He actually covers full books from the· 
Old and the New Testament, Genesis, the Psalms, the 
Prophet Isaiah, the Gospels of St Matthew and St John, the 
Acts of the Apostles and the Epistles of St Paul, including, 
of course, the Epistle to the Galatians. ( 4) All the Homilies of 
Chrysostom are divided into two parts, one theoretical and 
another practical or ethical, and as such they are reminiscent 
(2) [Cf. Chrysostom A. Papadopoulos, '0 "Ayt oc; . I oovvnc; 6 
Xpuo6o'tOIJ.OC: (St John Chrysostom), 2nd ed. Athens 1970, 5-6.] 
(3) [cf. Andriopoulos, op. cit. p. 5] 
(4) [Cf. I. Ch. Constantinides, · Ic..m:vvnc: 6 Xpuo6o'tOIJ.OC: (John 
Chrysostom), Athens 1969, p. 11.] 
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of the main structure of the Epistles of St Paul. The main 
subject matter of any homily, be it exegetical, festal or even 
dogmatical, is treated in the first part. The second part 
provides a sort of application of the message developed in the 
previous part to the lives of his audience.(5) They were 
usually written down by fast copyists and were later inspected 
by himself before they were delivered to the public in a 
written form.(6) As such they do present certain technical 
rhetorical problems, such as, prolixity, repetitions, digressions, 
excessive use of dialectics, etc. (7) One, however, should not 
forget that on this particular matter Chrysostom was a child 
of his time and what seems to us to be problematic was not 
necessarily so for Chrysostom's audience.(8) 
2. Chrysostom's Homilies on the Epistle to the Galatians 
These homilies constitute a running commentary on the 
(5) [Cf. Andriopoulos, op. cit. p. 7.] 
(6) [Cf. Andriopoulos, op. cit., p.6.] 
(7) [Cf. Andriopoulos, op. cit., p.6.][D. S. Balanos, IIo:-cpoA.oyio: 
(Patrology), Athens 1930, p. 374.] 
(8) [Cf. Andriopoulos, op. cit., p.7.] 
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actual text of the Epistle to the Galatians, chapter by chapter 
and verse by verse. There are six of them corresponding to 
the six chapters of the Epistle. It seems that their present 
form is due to the work of a redactor who combined the 
original homilies into chapters in such a way that the text 
retained the exactness of the exposition, although it lost the 
brilliance of the original style.C9) The content is primarily 
exegetical, but it does contain the usual amount of moral 
teaching, as well as some significant dogmatic expositions. 
This means that important particular themes, such as that of 
"law and grace", are not developed in a systematic way, but 
reappear over and over again in the text. 
With regard to the time of their deliverance and 
composition, there are different views among the scholars. 
The reference in Chapter 1 and in connection with the 
exegesis of Gal. 1: 15-16 to Chrysostom's "Homily on Paul's 
change of name"(10) as having preceded this exposition(11) 
(9) [Cf. J. Petites' Introduction, · loovvou Xpuooo't6~ou ~Epya (The 
works of John Chrysostom) vol. 20, II<X't£ptK<Xt 'EK86o£t<; 
"rpny6pt o<; 6 IIW..cq..~.fx<;" (Patristic Editions "Gregory Palamas"), 
Thessalonica 1979, p. 157.] 
(10) [In fact Chrysostom delivered three Homilies on this theme which 
are found in MPG 51: 113-12, 123-130, 131-142.] 
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provides the only significant clue. Since this Homily was 
actually delivered in Antioch in 388 during the Easter season, 
it seems that the Homilies on Galatians must also have been 
delivered in Antioch sometime after 388 and before 397, the 
year of Chrysostom's elevation to the throne of 
Constantinople. The post 388 date is corroborated by the fact 
that Jerome who wrote a commentary on Galatians in 386(12) 
and who mentioned in his prologue the commentators who 
preceded him (Origen, Didymus the Blind, Apollinarius, 
Eusebius of Emesa, Thedore of Herakleia and Marius 
Victorinus), makes no mention of a commentary by 
Chrysostom. According to Chrysostomus Baur they were 
probably delivered after those on 1st and lind Corinthians.(13) 
Finally Professor Markos Siotis of the University of Athens 
(11) [Cf. Ked ru . .1.iv BE: dpmcx{ 'ttC: \mE:p 'to\nQv A.6yoc;, ou: 
nEpl 'tnC: ~E'tCX8EOEQC: cxU'tOU 'tnC: npoonyop{cxc; npoc; u~ac; 
BtcxAEy6~£8CX KCXl 'ttVOC: EVEKEV ~cxUAOV cxU'tOV KcxAO~EVOV 
TicxOA.ov EKMEOEV· Ei BE: £mA£A.no8£, £v'tu)(6V'tEC: EKE{v~ 'tii} 
lhf3Ai~. mxv'tcx EtoEo8E 'tcxU'tcx, MPG 61: 627] 
(12) [Cf. P. Nautin, in Revue d' Histoire Ecclesiastique, 1979, p.10.] 
(13) [Cf. his Der heilige Johannes Chrysostomus und seine Zeit, 
Miinchen 1929, p. 249.] 
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has placed Chrysostom's Commentary on Galatians between 
390 and 392.(14) 
3. Chrysostom, the exegete and dogmatician 
As an exegete Chrysostom is deeply biblical. In other 
words, he relies almost entirely on a profound understanding 
of the Bible itself, its letter and its spirit. In short, he lets 
Scripture interpret Scripture,(15) because he is convinced that 
"all Scripture is divinely inspired" (Tim. 3:16).(16) As far as 
his understanding of St Paul is concerned, it is clear that 
Chrysostom is not related to him merely as an exegete to a 
master who is the object of exegesis, but as a deep admirer 
who is totally committed to him, for whom he has the high-
est respect, and to whom he constantly makes references. (17) 
(14) [M. Siotis, llpoA.e:y61J.e:va e:i<; 'tllV EPIJ.nve:iav 'tii<; llpo<; 
fo:A.a'ta<; ·Em o'toA.ii<; 'tou · ATtoo't6A.ou ll<XUA.ou (Prolegomena to the 
Interpretation of St Paul's Epistle to the Galatians), Athens 1980, 
p.tOO.) 
(15) [Cf. Andriopoulos, op. cit. p. 10.] 
(16) [ Ai 8£ fpmpai nfxoat, ou napa BouN.>v, C:J)..Aa napa 'tau 't&v 
oA.uN 0e:ou t\E:on6'tou ypa<pe:ioat. EnE1J.cp8noav, MPG 61: 624.] 
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Isidore of Pelusium, then, who is another profound biblical 
theologian specially committed to St Paul, is justified in 
saying that "If the inspired Paul had obtained the attic idiom, 
in order to interpret himself, he would not have done it in 
any different way than that of the ever-memorable man 
[Chrysostom)".(18) In an 11th century manuscript it is said 
that "the mouth of Christ gave birth to Paul's mouth, and 
that, in turn, Paul's mouth gave birth to Chrysostom's 
mouth"!(19) Typical also is the legend mentioned by Leo the 
Wise according to which Chrysostom's disciple Proklos, saw 
from the key hole of the Patriarch's door the Apostle Paul, 
"bending behind the throne towards the head of the Hierarch 
and placing his mouth to his right ear and speaking to 
him"!(20) John Damascene mentions that Chrysostom always 
carried with him an icon of Paul "and looked at it as if he 
(17) [Cf. Chrys. Baur, op. cit. p. 261.] 
(18) [Ei 0 Ila:UA.oc; 0 8E01tEOtoc; a1:1:t Kl'lV EfA.ncpEV YMl't'tO:V, &O'tE 
EO:U'tbv EP~nvEUOO:t, OUK av ~c; nP~nVEUOEV, n ~c; 0 
TtpOEt pn~£voc; ao{8t~oc; avnp, MPG 78: 1347] 
(19) [Cf. Th. Zeses, v Av8pc.moc; KO:t KOO~oc; EV 'tfJ oi KOVO~i~ 'tOU 
E>Eou Ko:'tex 1:bv i Epbv Xpuo6o1:o~ov [ · Av<XAEK'tO: BA.o:1:a8Cilv, 9] 
(Man and Cosmos in God's Economy according to St John 
Chrysostom), Thessalonica, 1971] 
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was still alive".(21) 
As regards his exegetical/hermeneutical method, many 
scholars have noted that he followed the so called line of the 
Antiochian theologians who chose the historical grammatical 
interpretation of the text and rejected any form of allegorical 
interpretation. This is also accepted by Andriopoulos,(22) 
Balanos,(23) and P. N. Christou.(24) It is the Serbian 
theologian, however, Stoyian Gosevitch, who seems to be 
more successful as to the right description of Chrysostom's 
exegetical method. As a free Greek spirit, he says, 
Chrysostom cannot be confined within the limits and methods, 
(20) [£TttK£KAtiJ.EVOc;; omo8£V 'tOU 8p6vou Ttpoc;; 'tf.l K£q>all.f.l 'tOU 
'ApXt£p£wc;; Kat 1:0 O't61J.a 8EV'ta 8£~t~ 'tOU't~ ~'ti~ Kat 
OIJ.tf-.ouv'ta mn~, MPG 107: 257.] 
(21) [Kat ~c;; E:nt ((;)v1:oc;; cx\nou o\nw npoo£ix£v cx\>'tf.l, MPG 91: 
1287.] 
(22) [op. cit., p. 10.] 
(23) [Quoted by Andriopoulos, op. cit., 46.] 
(24) [Cf. his Introduction to the series · loovvou Xpuooo't61J.OU 
VEpya (The works of John Chrysostom) vol. 1, llaupt Kat 
· EK86o£ t c;; "fpny6pt oc;; 6 lla/l.a~J.fxc;;" (Patristic Editions "Gregory 
Palamas"), Thessalonica 1979, p. 34.] 
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or tendencies and orientations of the exegetical schools of his 
time. Though it is true that the theologians of the West, and 
especially the Germans, have attempted to place all the 
Fathers and Teachers of the early Church within the strict 
confines of so-called patristic Schools of interpretation (most 
notably those of Antioch and Alexandria), and this also 
applies to Chrysostom who is placed within the Antiochian 
School. In Gosevitch's view, which is the more widely-spread 
among Eastern Orthodox theologians, Chrysostom. is 
independent and original following the main stream of the 
ancient Catholic Church which cuts across opposing 
tendencies.(25) Indeed the Commentary on Galatians clearly 
demonastrates that Chrysostom does rely on the literal 
meaning of the biblical text,(26) but he does not reject the 
(25) [Cf. s. I. Gosevitch, . H TtEpt 9Eicx<; xapno<; 8t 8CXOKCXA:(cx 
· Ioovvou 'tOU Xpuooo't61J.OU (St John Chrysostom's doctrine of 
divine grace), Athens, 1956, p. 17.] 
(26) [This is due to his conviction that all Scripture is divinely 
inspired and that "there is nothing in it which is simply placed there 
by chance" (emA.&<; Kat we; EiKij). Cf., for example, his specific 
comments in his Commentary on Genesis: MPG 53: 32, 85, and 175, 
or his comments in MPG 61: 667 (Comm. on Romans) and 61: 617 
(Comm. on Galatians).] 
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typological interpretation whenever it is warranted by the text 
itself. This is particularly clear in chapter iv, where he deals 
with the case of Hagar and Sarah who represent the two 
conditions of life under law and under grace.(27) 
Chrysostom the exegete does not exclude Chrysostom the 
dogmatician. As Gosevitch points out, the moral and social 
message always has an underlying dogmatic conviction and 
vice versa,(28) and this is clearly to be seen in his theological 
influence in the East and in the West.(29) Photios' view, that 
Chrysostom "would not withhold anything from his audience, 
provided that their capacity allowed it and that it was always 
for their salvation and benefit",(30) is particularly apt. 
The present study, however modest its scope or range, 
does also constitute a further proof of Chrysostom's ability in 
(27) [Cf. MPG 61: 662.] 
(28) [op. cit. p. 15.] 
(29) [op. cit. p. 16.] 
(30) [ooa n •&v aKpoa•&v EXWPEt 5uv~t~ Kat Ei~ •nv EKEtV~V 
0\JVE.Et VEV o~•npiav Kat QcpEAEtav, ou5£v OU~OU 1tapi;KEV, 
Quoted by P. Bratsiotis, · H 5tex ~-tE:oou •&v aiwv~v £mr3i~ot~ •&v 
•Pt &v · I Epapx&v (The three Hierarchs throughout the ages), Athens 
1939, p. 18.] 
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propounding dogmatical teaching, which is marked by the seal 
of biblical exegetical authenticity. The doctrine of grace, in 
its distinction from and relation to the law, which is the 
subject-matter of this dissertation and which is central to 
Chrysostom's Commentary on Galatians, constitutes, according 
to the Greek Patrologist D. Balanos, one of Chrysostom's 
most beloved doctrinal themes. (31) 
Talking about Chrysostom the dogmatician, we must also 
point out that his Commentary under investigation refers to 
and exposes several heretics. These include the Arians, (32) 
the Manichaeans,(33) the Marcionites,(34) and also several 
pagan customs which had been retained by Christians to the 
extent that they caused serious deviations from the truth.(35) 
The discussions of the case of these customs and of the case 
of the Manichaeans are particularly interesting, because they 
(31) [Cf. his Patrology, op. cit., p. 362 and 366.] 
(32) [MPG 61: 614-617] 
(33) [MPG 61: 668, 669; cf. also MPG 58: 599 (on Gal. 5:12).] 
(34) [MPG 61: 621.] 
(35) [Cf. MPG 61: 623.] 
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lead Chrysostom to develop certain aspects pertaining to 
Christian anthropology and especially to the relation of the 
soul to the body, or to spirit and matter, which bring out the 
positive character of the Christian doctrines of creation and 
salvation. 
4. Chrysostom's references to the Epistle to the Galatians in 
his writings 
In order to gain a more spherical and complete image of 
John's Chrysostom's Commentary on St Paul's Epistle to the 
Galatians, we searched for all those places in his total work 
which refer to this Epistle. We used for this the Chrysostom 
volumes in Migne's Patrologia Graeca, the Chrysostom 
volumes in the Patristic Editions "Gregory Palamas" which 
have been published in Thessalonica since 1979, R. A. 
Krupp's work, Saint John Chrysostom: A Scriptural Index, 
1984. But we found it particularly valuable to make a cursory 
reading through the entire work of Chrysostom published by 
Migne. The wealth of material that emerged from this 
investigation has proved to us that had Chrysostom not 
written the specific Commentary under investigation we could 
still reconstruct one from all the references to Galatians in his 
17 
works. Such are the limits of the present investigation that we 
can only supply here the list of references and use the most 
important of them in the main body of our thesis. 
Chapter 
1:1 
1:2 
1:3 
1:4 
1:6 
1:8 
INDEX TO GALATIANS IN CHRYSOSTOM 
Work Reference in Migne 
In Co 1., Hom. 2: 1 62:310 
In Acta, Hom. 27:1 60:203 
In 2Cor., Hom. 1:2 61:383 
In 2Cor., Hom. 1:2 61:383 
De Incomp. dei, Hom. 3:2 48:720 
Exp. in Ps., Ps. 134:6 55:397 
De Incomp. dei, Hom. 3:2 48:720 
Exp. in Ps., Ps. 134:6 55:397 
In Eph., Hom. 4:1 62:32 
In Mat., Hom. 55:6 58:547 
In Col., Hom. 2:1 62:310 
In Heb., Hom. 10:2 63:86 
In Is. , Hom. 1:7 56:22 
In 2Tim., Hom. 4:4 62:620 
De prof eva, ch. 3 51:313 
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In lCor., Hom. 27:2 61:226 
In d POp., ch. 1 51:253 
In Rom., ch. 1 60:670 
1:9 De prof eva, ch. 3 51:313 
In Rom., ch. 2 60:630 
1:10 De mut nom., Hom. 1:6 51:122 
Epistolae, Ep. 125 52:683 
In Acta, Hom. 46:3 60:324 
1:13 Ad stel de comp., Hom. 2:6 47:470 
De laud s Paul, Hom. 4:1 50:487 
De mut nom., Hom. 1:6 51:122 
In Joh., Hom. 10:1 59:74 
In Mat., Hom. 30:1 57:362 
De Virginitate, ch. 35 48:558 
1:15 De laud s Paul, Hom. 4:1 50:487 
In Mat., Hom. 64:3 58:613 
1:16 De laud s Paul, Hom. 4:1 50:487 
In Acta, Hom. 31:2 60:230 
1:17 In Acta, Hom. 21:1 60:163 
1:18 In i I in fac., ch. 7 51:377 
1:19 In Joh. Hom. 48:2 59:270 
In Acta, Hom. 21:1 60:163 
1:21 De mut nom, ch. 3 51:137 
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2:1 In i 1 in fac., ch. 3 51:374 
In i I in fac., ch. 7 51:377 
In i 1 in fac., ch. 15 51:384 
2:2 In i I in fac., ch. 3 51:374 
2:4 Ad e p scan, Hom. 1:14 52:513 
2:6 De res d n I c, ch. 3 50:437 
Episto1ae, Ep. 125 52:683 
In 1Cor., Hom. 39:1 61:333 
2:8 In Acta, Hom. 37:1 60:264 
In 1Cor., Hom. 29:3 61:244 
In Heb. Argument urn, ch. 1 63:9 
In i I in fac., ch. 9 51:379 
In Mat., Hom. 69:1 58:649 
2:9 De e1ee, ch. 1 51:262 
In Acta, Hom. 25:2 60:193 
In Acta, Hom. 37:1 60:263 
In Acta, Hom. 33:3 60:264 
2:10 De e1ee, chs. 1 '2 51:26 
In Acta, Hom. 14:3 60:115 
In Acta, Hom. 25:2 60:193 
In Acta, Hom. 25:3 60:196 
In Heb Argumentum, ch. 1 63:12 
In Phi 1., Hom. 4:5 62:212 
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2:11 In i 1 in fac, chs. 1,2 51:373 
2:12 In i 1 in fac, chs. 2' 13 51:382 
2:13 In i 1 in fac, ch. 2 51:373 
2:14 In i 1 in fac, ch. 2 51:373 
2:15 In Acta, Hom. 47:1 60:326 
In i 1 in fac, ch. 18 51:386 
2:16 In i 1 in fac, ch. 18 51:386 
2:17 In Co 1., Hom. 7:1 62:314 
In i 1 in fac, ch. 19 51:387 
2:18 In i 1 in fac, ch. 19 51:387 
2:20 Ad Stel de comp, Hom. 2:6 47:420 
De sac., Hom. 6:2 48:679 
De laud s Paul, Hom. 6 50:505 
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CHAPTER 1 
GENERAL INTRODUCfiON 
1. The Subject-Matter of the Epistle: Law and Grace 
Saint John Chrysostom begins his Commentary on Galatians 
by underlining the anger of the Apostle, which permeates his 
entire Epistle. He also explains that he is fully justified since 
certain people, strangers to the Churches of Galatia, "who 
had been siezed by Judaic prejudice"(l) admonished the 
Galatians "to circumcise themselves, to keep the [Jewish] 
Sabbaths and the New Moons, and to be intolerant of Paul 
who discarded them".(2) This error, that is the return to the 
observance of circumcision, the Sabbaths and the New Moons, 
----------------------------------
(1) ['to\> · Iou&xt<JI..LOU K<X'tEXOIJ.EVOt, PG 61: 613g 9·1 
' 
(2) [oe: i ne:pn£1-Lve:oem, Kai :Lal313a'ta Kai vownvi a<; 'tllPE i v, 
K<Xi 1-Lll avtxe:oeat ll<XUt..ou 'taU't<X avatpOUV'tO<;;, PG 61: 61311-13·1 
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was for Paul, as Chrysostom points out, "great and huge".(3) 
Beyond this, however, Paul is also confronted with the uprise 
of the members of the Galatian Church against him on 
account of those who accused him that he did not possess 
apostolic authority and that his apostolicity was derived from 
that of the Jerusalem Apostles. To add weight to these views 
these Judaizers made a verbal appeal to the "pillars" 
( o'tuA.ouc:;;) of the Church of Jerusalem, Peter, James, and 
John, whom they presented as observants of the ordinances of 
Judaic Law. At this point Chrysostom observes that the three 
Apostles "in truth did not prevent [this observance]; but they 
acted thus not as upholding a sort of dogma, but as 
condescending to those believers who came from among the 
Jews",(4). On the other hand referring to the Apostle to the 
Nations, Chrysostom observes that since "he preached to the 
nations, he was not in need of such a condescension, 
although, "when he came to Judea, he too made use of this 
condescension".(5). By making this clarification Chrysostom 
(3) [IJ.EYO: KO:i \mE:poyKOV, ibid.] 
(4) [CxA.n9(;)c:;; ouK £K<ilA.uov· CxA.A.' ou 8owo:•iCov'tE<; 'toi.'no 
£7toiouv, aMa 'tf.J ao9£vEiq: OUYKO:'to:J3o:{VOV't£<;; 'ti;)V £~ 
· Iou&xiwv mo't£u6v'twv, PG 61: 61316-18·1 
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demonstrates trustworthily the seeming difference between 
Paul and the Apostles of the Church of Jerusalem, 
underlining the fact that the stance of the three towards the 
Jewish Law las simply one of toleration. In other words, they 
were prepared to accept the observance of certain regulations 
of the Law as a matter of condescension because their sermon 
was addressed to Jews. Paul, however, who preached to the 
Gentiles, was not obliged to observe such a stance. 
It is not by accident that Chrysostom uses this word 
"condescension" ( 0\.JyKa'ta(laot <;) in this particular instance. He 
rather does it deliberately because he wants to stress the 
necessity of the act of "oeconomy" (oiKovo1J.ia).(6) Thus, for 
Chrysostom, it is "on account of oeconomy" ( Ka't' oi KovoiJ. i av) 
that "Peter, James and John do not prohibit circumcision, nor 
the keeping of the Law".(7) This means that for the holy 
Father the simple forbearance on the part of the Jerusalem 
Apostles of the observance of the Law by Jewish Christians 
(5) (on: £v . lou8aiq YEYOVE, KCXi mno<; 'tf.J OUYKCX'ta(laoEt 
£xpnoa'to 'taU'tlJ, PG 61: 61318-20·1 
(6) [See the Appendix on "Oeconomy" .] 
(7) (auK KWAUOUOt 1tEPt'tEIJ.VE08at, ou8£ V61J.OV IJ.il 'tl)pEiV, (PG 
61: 61351 _52.] 
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could in no way be identified with the position of Paul's 
opponents who, regarded such an observance as a necessary 
condition for all Christians whether of Jewish or Gentile 
origin. Such an identification, says Chrysostom, can only be 
characterized as deceitful ( amhn). In fact, as he explicitly 
observes, the real intention of this identification was not 
intended to be a praise for the three Apostles, "but to 
deceive the Galatians", since "they were attempting to 
persuade them to observe the Law out of season".(8) 
The point made here by Chrysostom is very important 
and, indeed, constitutes the key to the understanding of the 
problems in Galatia as they are presented in Paul's Epistle. In 
the first instance, these "false-brethren" ( we:uMBe:f...q>ot) 
attempted to mislead the Galatians for their own profit, as it 
is eloquently and explicitly stressed in another place in this 
Commentary: they sought "to assume for themselves the 
authority of teachers".(9) 
Chrysostom seems to have really and accurately grasped 
the depth of Paul's thought, who, for self-evident reasons, 
(8) [af...f...' tva rat...a-w<; CmCX'ti}OUlOt .. £rrneov aKcxipw<; 'ti;) VOI-!Gt 
rrpootxn v, (PG 61: 61355-56·] 
(9) [BtoooKW..wv ~iwi-Lcx £cxu'toic; rre:pt8e:ivcxt, (PG 61:613).] 
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avoided being more specific and categorical. Nevertheless, he 
stresses that the time of the observance of the Law has 
passed away for good and that the attachment to it cannot 
but be considered at least as untimely. 
2. The divine origin of Paul's mission and teaching 
Chrysostom tackles next the subject of Paul's call to the 
apostolic office by God himself and not by men. Here he 
combines what Paul says in his Epistle to the Galatians with 
the verse Acts 13:2, which makes mention of his and 
Barnabas' "dedication" ( arpopt ~6<;) to the work of the 
apostolic mission by the Holy Spirit. Thus he presents Paul's 
acquisition of his apostleship as the work of the three persons 
of the Holy Trinity. Consequently, as Paul himself observes, 
his teaching, like his call, was not of human but of divine 
origin. What exactly was this teaching? 
The quintessence of Paul's teaching can be summarized in 
the statement of the termination of the power of the Law on 
account of the redemptive work of Christ and, consequently, 
of "the untimeliness ( aKm po<;) of the observation of the 
Law". This is why Chrysostom moves next to the work of the 
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Son and to the importance and validity of Baptism in the 
name of the whole Trinity. The Cross and the Resurrection 
are characterized as divine beneficence offered to all human 
beings equally. Thus the place of the Law has now been 
taken by the beneficent reality of the Cross and the 
Resurrection,(10) which has objective, catholic and universal 
dimensions in contrast to the Law, which was restricted to the 
Jews alone. 
This view of St Paul is fully shared by "all the brethren 
who are with him" and, consequently, "what he writes, he 
writes with their consent".(ll) At this point one could raise 
the objection, why does Paul make mention of "all the 
brethren" who are his associates since, as he stressed 
previously, what he teaches is derived from God and not 
from men? The answer to this objection/question is given by 
Chrysostom himself, who argues that Paul wishes to show that 
that "there are many who share the same opinion with 
him"(12) and, consequently, he was not alone when he 
stressed the "untimeliness" of the observation of the Law after 
(10) [MPG 61: 64541-48·1 
(11) [Ked mivu<;: oi OUV mn:{i) 0:5£A.q>oi fut£p yp<i<po, Ked O:n:o 
'ti;<;: E:Kd vwv ypaq>n yvci!IJ.n<;:, MPG 61: 61637_38.] 
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the granting of the beneficence of the Cross and the 
Resurrection of Christ. Far from being personal, this opinion 
of Paul is common to many others in the Church and, as a 
result, those who insist on the observation of the Law run 
the risk of becoming cut off from the rest of the body of 
the Church, since "the name of the Church is a name of 
symphony and concord". 
3. The Pauline Teaching on Grace and the Unity of the 
Church 
The teaching of the Church as expressed by the Apostles 
has catholic dimensions, i.e. it is marked by a unity which 
entails organic integrity and coherence, because it is on a par 
with the Church which is one. In other words, the unity of 
the Church and the unity of her teaching are inseparable. 
This means that if the Galatians chose to follow the teaching 
of the Judaizers, they "run the risk of falling away from 
Grace",(13) and, in turn, of taking a stance of opposition 
against God's win.(14) Through this last point Chrysostom 
(12) [1tOMOU<; £')(£t 'til<; YV~J.!Tl<; KOt\16>\IOU<;, MPG 61: 61635-36·1 
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underlines the magnitude of the Galatians' responsibility and, 
even, sin. Thus, commenting on Gal. 1:3, he remarks that, 
"Here he calls God "Father" not by way of paying some sort 
of compliment to them, but by way of vigorously touching 
upon and recalling to memory the cause whereby they were 
made sons"(15), i.e. the Grace of man's adoption and 
redemption in and through Christ. But what precisely is the 
meaning of this Grace? 
4. Grace as man's adoption to sonship and redemption by 
God 
The meaning of this Grace is summed up in the statement 
that God who is the Father of his Son by nature, also 
becomes Father of the faithful by Grace on account of 
Christ's work in contrast to the work of the Law. The 
defence of the opposite by Paul's opponents reveals lack of 
(13) [•nc;; xap11:oc;; £Ktv8uv£uov £Kn£o£iv, MPG 61: 61659-617.1 
(14) [npoc;; •ov E>Eov £cnnouc; E:~EnoAl:IJ.noav, MPG 61: 6172-3·1 
(15) (II<X'tEP<X 8£ EV'taU8<X 'tOV E>EOV KaAEi ou KOA<XKEUc.>V aU'tOU<;, 
aAAa K<Xt 0~68pa K<X8<XJt't61J,£VO<;, K<Xt UltOIJ.liJ.VnOKc.>V 'thV <Xi'tt<XV 
8t' i'i<;; E:y£vov'to uioi, MPG 61: 61714-16·1 
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gratitude on their part towards Christ, since, in the last 
analysis, they lay aside the Grace of his passion and 
resurrection and embrace the observance of the Jewish Law. 
Thus, Chrysostom can stress, that "it is not through the Law, 
but through the bath of regeneration that they were made 
worthy of such an honour".(16). 
Underlining the magnitude of God's beneficence to men, 
Chrysostom stresses the appalling existential condition of all 
human beings at the time of Jesus Christ, in spite of the 
reign of the Jewish Law. Thus, he says, "we were entangled 
in countless evils and had become liable for the ultimate 
punishment.. and the Law, not only did not supply acquittal 
but condemnation, inasmuch as it made sin more obvious, but 
also did not have the power to supply liberation, or to put an 
end to God's wrath".(17) On the contrary "the Son of God 
made this impossible thing possible, loosening the sins and 
translating enemies to a position of friends, and granted 
(16) [MPG 61: 61716-18·] 
(17) (1-.mpiot<; E<X\J'tOU<; 1t£Pt£1tEtpCXj.l.£V KaKOi<;, Kat 'tOi<; 
£oxa'tot<; n~EV U1t£U8uvot KOAaOEW<; .. Kat 6 ~EV v6~oc ou ~6vov 
OUK annAAa~EV, aAAa Kat Ka't£8tKaO£V 'tO ~EV ~ap'tn~a 
~V£PW't£POV Ka8to'ta<;, EA£U8£p&oat 8£ OUK ioxuwv, ou8£ 
ncruoat 1:ou ewu 1:nv 6pynv .. ] 
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countless other goods".(18) With these words Chrysostom 
presents most vividly the impotence of the Law and the 
infinite posssibility of the redemptive work of Christ. It is 
precisely this fact that renders "inopportune" or "untimely" 
( <XKo:t pov) not only the efficacy but also the observance of 
the Law as a means of salvation. 
The Law did have the ability to reveal the magnitude of 
sin and to condemn, but was deprived of the ability to cancel 
out or to condemn sin and, thus, to reconcile mankind to 
God. On the contrary, Christ came not "to put us to death, 
but to take us out of the present life, ... , or to prepare us to 
become worthy of the heavenly manner of life while we are 
left in this world".(19) Thus man's salvation acquires an 
eschatological perspective which consists in man's participation 
in the heavenly kingdom of God, as Chrysostom points out in 
a typical way: "Christ did indeed free us from previous 
(18) (o Yib~ ~ou 8EOU KO:i ~b aSuvo:~ov ~ou~o Suvo:~ov 
tnoino£, ~a~ ~E ~o:p~io:~ Auoo:~. Ko:i ~ou~ txepou~ tv ~~Et 
cpiAwv Ko:~o:o'tnoo:~. Ko:i IJ.Upto: £upo: xo:pto~Evo~ ayo:ea", MPG 
61: 617 48-56·] 
(19) [tva: anOK'tEtVlJ llllCx~, KO:i £,;o:yaY1J Tii~ no:pouon~ Cwn~ .... , 
Cl:AA' lVO: acp£i~ EV 't~ K60IJ.~ no:pO:OKEuUOlJ 'tii~ EV 'tOi~ 
oupo:voi~ Sto:ywyfl~ Y£VEo8o:t O:.;tou~, MPG 61: 61832-35·1 
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sins and also secured our future. For to say that "he gave 
himself for our sins", was an indication of this; but to add, 
"that he might redeem us from the present evil", revealed the 
future security".(20) In contrast to the Law, the Grace which 
is derived from the redemptive work of Christ, not only 
liberates from the condemnation of sin, in its eschatological 
perspective, but also offers man the possibility to be enrolled 
into the future kingdom while still being here. With all the 
above Chrysostom completes his . interpretation of the 
introductory text of Paul's Epistle to the Galatians. 
5. Grace replaces the Law as the will of the Triune God. 
What was the particular problem of the Galatians? 
According to Chrysostom, who bases his account on his 
understanding of Paul's thought and its intentions, the 
(20) [Ked 'tiilv npo't£pwv ru.tac; am1M~Ev o Xpto'toc; 
~p'tTUlCC'tc.>V, Kat npoc; 'tO llEAAOV iJoql(lf..t oa'to. T(i} IJ.EV y(xp 
EinEiv 'tOU 86v'toc; £mnov \mtp 't(i}V (q.J.apniilv n~J.iilv', EKEivo 
£8nA<.>oE· 't~ 8£ npoo8Eivat 'onwc; £~£An'tat illlac; EK 'tou 
£v£o'tiil'toc; novnpoU', 'tllV npoc; 'to llEMov aoQl(lAE t av £v£q:~nv£v. 
·o IJ.EV y(xp N61J.O<; Kat npoc; 'tO EV no8EVEt, n 8£ xaptc; npoc; 
Ctl.l.<P6't£Pa 8uva'til y£yov£, MPG 61: 61941-48·1 
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Galatians "suspected that they would be pleasing to the 
Father, by persecuting Christ as the Jews through the 
observance of the Law", (21) without realizing that "by doing 
this they provoked not only Christ, but also the Father".(22) 
In other words, the Galatians had had the illusion that by 
insisting on the observance of the Law they were actually 
doing the will of God, as it was expressed in the Old 
Testament and as it was done by all the other Jews who had 
not accepted Christ and his redemptive work. 
Thus to deliver them from such a deceit Paul underlines 
that Christ's work is not autonomous in comparison with, or 
independent from, the will of God the Father, but belongs to 
the framework of his plan which entails two phases or two 
chronological periods. According to Chrysostom "there is one 
will of the Father and of the Son, so that what the Son 
wished that also the Father willed".(23) Consequently, 
(21) [\mC.:m'tEUOV apEOKEtV 't~ Ilcnp{, KaElrotEP Kat . Iou8aiot 
'tOV XptO'tOV 8ttlKOV'tE<:, MPG 61: 62027-28·1 
(22) [ ou 'tOV Xpt O'tOV ~6vov, &:Nit. Kat 'tOV Ila't£pa 
napo;;uvouot v 'to\no npanov'tE<:, MPG 61: 62029-30·1 
(23) [£v El£An~a Ila'tpb<: Kat Yiou, anEp 6 Yio<: £PouAE'to, 'taU'ta 
Kat 6 Ila'tilP flElEATlOEV, Ibid.] 
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"just as the old one is not of the Father alone, but also of 
the Son, likewise the Grace of the Son is not of the Son 
alone, but also of the Father, and all things are held in 
common". (24) This means that in the second phase of the 
Divine plan God the Father collaborates, just as in the first 
phase the Son was collaborator of the Father. Clearly, then, 
both phases of the Divine Oeconomy have the same starting-
point and are included in the same plan of God, whose will 
and operation are not different from the the will and 
operation of the Son, and vice versa. 
The second phase of this plan appears to be a 
development and completion of the first phase, so that, 
according to Chrysostom, since the second is the perspective 
of the first, the Law, which was the distinctive feature of the 
first, is included in the second as its presupposition, which, 
however, transcends the limited framework of the Law. The 
observance of the Law after Christ denotes a persistence on 
the presupposition instead of on the reality, as such, which 
grants salvation. Thus, the Law has no soteriological 
capability, since the appropriation of the reality of the Grace 
(24) (WOTtEP yap n TtaA<XtCx OU 'tOU Ilcx'tpO<; IJ,6VOV, &J.J...(x KCXt 'tOU 
Yi ou, o\nw KCXt 1i ')Capt<; ou 'tOU Yi ou IJ,6vov, a.f·.Aa KCXt 'tOU 
Ilcx'tp6c:;, KCXt Tt<XV'tCX K01.. va, MPG 61: 62032-35·] 
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in Christ renders reduntant the exclusive attachment to the 
presupposition. As a consequence the insistence of the 
false-brethren on the observance of the Law put them m 
opposition to the whole reality which God offered them in 
the person and redemptive work of Christ. "You who are 
running away from God who calls, consider of what sort of 
punishment you shall be responsible".(25) Thus the Law, 
which is now deprived of the capability to effect salvation, is 
for Chrysostom a "yoke of slavery" (Cuyo<; 8out-.do:<;).(26) 
What are, however, the soteriological anthropological 
consequences of this difference? According to Chrysostom, it 
is Christ who reconciled us ( Ko:•n~e: )(27) with the Father 
and who gave us the gift of Grace. Of themselves human 
beings were unable to be saved and to be reconciled with the 
Father. But this impotence was also shared by the Law, in 
spite of the fact that it was God's Law. "For we were not 
saved by works of righteousness".(28) This is because the 
(25) [ 6 0e:o\> KaAOUV'tO<; c'monnSl;)v, £vv6noov oon<; CXV Ei'n 
• liJ.WPt o:<; \me:uauvo<;.] 
(26) [MPG 61: 62051-55·] 
(27) [MPG 61: 62016-17·1 
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Law's impotence was not subjective but objective and 
anthropological; i.e. without Christ man did not have the 
potential to fulfil the Law and to be saved. Such a potential 
was offered by Christ who, through his redemptive work, 
granted man the possibility of his liberation from the 
condemnation (the shackles) of the Law. At this point, 
however, Chrysostom does not provide any elaboration, but 
simply restricts himself to the point of the text. Yet, he will 
come back to this later on. 
6. The unified Gospel of Grace. 
Following on, Chrysostom turns his attention to Paul's 
view concerning the unity and uniqueness of the Gospel and, 
consequently, stresses that any teaching foreign to it cannot 
possibly enjoy any apostolic authority. By the word "Gospel", 
however, he means the one teaching concerning the Lord 
Jesus Christ and his redemptive work which is attested by the 
symphony of the four Gospels. "When the four say the same 
things, there is not one and another on account of the 
(28) [ ou yap £:~ £py(&)v 1:wv f:v 8t Kat ooUvlJ f:acilenl-u:v, MPG 61: 
62117-18·1 
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different persons, but one through the symphony of the above 
mentioned".(29) The composition of Gospels by four persons 
does not necessarily imply four different Gospels, but rather 
denotes the presentation of the one Gospel of Christ from the 
point of view of each one of the authors, which is 
determined by his aim and the particular addressees to whom 
it is addressed. The "other Gospel" {'to £upov Euo:yy£A.tov) 
which the Judaizers of the Church of Galatia preach, 
consisted in the preservation of the validity of the Jewish 
Law, a teaching which they deceivingly presented even as 
Pauline, thus arousing the vehemence of the Apostle. Such a 
view, however, was considered to be overturning the entire 
Gospel, since "it did not just introduce by way of innovation 
only one or two commandments, that concerning circumcision 
and that concerning the observance of certain feast days, but 
indicated that by providing a little alteration it spoiled the 
whole, and said that the Gospel is overturned".(30) Thus the 
content of Christ's Gospel is bound up with the identity of 
those who preach it. In the same manner the content of the 
teaching of the J udaizers is bound up with their identity. 
(29) [O'tO:V yap oi 'tEOOO:pE<; 'tCx mna A.E:ywot v, OUK EO'tl.. v fxMO 
Ko:i aA.A.o 8t.a 'thv 'tWV rrpoo~rrwv 8t~opav, aM' EV ota 'tnv twv 
Eipn1J.£vwv OUIJ.Q)wvio:v, MPG 61: 6224-7·1 
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7. Paul is transferred from Law to Grace 
Finally Chrysostom turns to Paul's conversion and 
especially to the manner of his calling and to its purpose, i.e. 
to "the revelation of the fullness of knowledge to him" 
( c'moKo:f ... uljlcn 'tTtV yv&ot v a\n:<;? nfxoav ). Paul was called by God, 
in order that the real, the true knowledge, which is derived 
from God, might be revealed to him and in order that he 
might preach it to the nations. For Chrysostom Paul's 
conversion and calling are the result of the divine will which, 
of course, did not refer to the extension of the validity of 
the Jewish Law, but to its termination, and to its replacement 
by the redemptive work of Christ. Putting his own words in 
Paul's mouth, Chrysostom puts forth the typical statement: "I 
was transported to the dogmas of the Church, putting off 
every Jewish preconception".(31) From that moment onwards 
Paul was seized "by the eros of the truth alone",(32) and all 
this, says Chrysostom, occurred on account of the 
(30) [K<Xi IJ.Tt IJ.t<XV IJ,6vnv n 8nn£pav E:m:toi;yov EV'toA.nv, 'tTtV 
'ti;c;: m:pt 'tOIJ,i;c;: K<Xt 'tTtV 't&V TtiJ.Ep&v, IJ.OVOV Kat VO'tOIJ.OUV'tEc;:· 
(:i)..)..a 8£ t Kvuc;: en t 1-11. Kpov nap<XTtot neE:v 'to oA.ov A.u~J,ai vnm, 
dm: 'tO Euayy€A.tov aV<X'tPETtE't<Xt, MPG 61: 62228-32·] 
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Oeconomy.(33) Clearly, then, Paul had had an exceptional 
place in God's plan as an agent of its implementation. This is 
why his calling to the Apostolic office had been decided by 
God "from his mother's womb". Thus from a terrible 
persecutor of Christ he was spectacularly transformed into the 
most fervent preacher of the redemptive person and work of 
the Saviour. 
We may now try to summarize the results of our above 
analysis in a concise and systematic way. Although this first 
chapter of Chrysostom's Commentary contains 10 and 9 
explicit references to v6~-to<; and xapt <; respectively, the fact Is 
that both of these notions are central to its argument and the 
points emerging are of considerable theological importance. 
As far as the v6~-to<; is concerned Chrysostom could not be 
clearer about its divine origin, which reveals its kinship with 
xapt <;. (34) As a matter of fact it is both the Father and the 
(31) [1-J.nto~:nv Jtpb<; ~:a ~:n<; · EKKA.noia<; B6wa~:a, Kai JtO:oav 
Cm£K5uo6:1-J.nv Jtp6A.nljltv ·I ouBat Ki!V, MPG 61: 62716-18·1 
(32) [o 't:i')<; M.n8da<; £pw<; 1J.6Vo<;, MPG 61: 62725.1 
(33) [MPG 61: 62731-32·1 
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Son who are expressly mentioned as the originators of the 
Law. There is not one but several nuances of meaning to the 
notion of v61J.oc;, which, however, can be reduced to two 
main ones, one particular and one general. 
In most cases the predominant (particular) nuance is that 
of "Jewish religious practices"(35) with particular reference 
to the practice of circumcision. Observance of these practices 
was a matter of great agitation among the earliest Christian 
communities, which emerged out of a Jewish socio-religious 
context. It seems that the problem was to some extent caused 
by the Jews themselves who attempted to control the 
emerging Christian communities. The apostolic answer to this 
problem differed from place to place and according to 
circumstance, sometimes exhibiting tolerance and sometimes 
unequivocal opposition. It was all a matter of "oeconomy" or 
"condescention", which was ultimately aimed at salvation. This 
particular aspect of Chrysostom's exposition is of si~gnal 
importance, not only as an interpretative tool for certain 
problems within the early apostolic communities, but also 
because it shows, that what by the time of Chrysostom had 
(34) [MPG 61: 620.] 
(35) [MPG 61: 613, 622.] 
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come to be known as "ecclesiastical or canonical oeconomy" 
had its roots in the apostolic tradition. 
The other semantic (general) nuance associated with the 
term v61-1oc is that of "the entire Old Testament",(36) which 
is contrasted by Chrysostom as a whole to "the New 
Testament founded upon Christ". This nuance is implied or 
suggested by the previous one, inasmuch as the contrast 
between Jewish and Christian practices is often extended into 
a contrast between the Old and the New Testaments.(37) 
No particular stress is laid in this chapter on the usefulness 
of the v61J.o<;, except on one occasion, where the v61-1oc is 
presented as a "paedagogue" leading to Christ.(38) The stress 
is rather laid on the v61-1oc's negative function and weakness 
for producing a positive result. More specifically, the v61-1oc 
exposes human sin, without, however, providing the possibility 
of liberating humanity from the grip of sin or, far less, of 
reuniting humanity to God the Father.(39) Another weakness 
of the v61-1o<; is the fact that it is of limited chronological 
(36) [MPG 61: 619, 620.] 
(37) [MPG 61: 619.] 
(38) [ncn8o:yc.:lyo<; Ei<; Xpto't6v, MPG 61: 617.] 
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application, since it reaches, according to the will of the 
Triune God, ( 40) the chronological limit of its application as 
soon as Christ's redemptive work is completed.(41) 
As in the case of v61J.o<;, so in the case of xO:pt <;, the 
nuances of meaning are variable. There are, however two 
particular nuances which stand out as the main ones in this 
exposition. The first one is associated with Paul's calling by 
God to the apostolic office. It is the Grace of the Son and 
the Spirit which commissioned him to undertake the work of 
an apostle and which seals his teaching with the distinctive 
mark of divine authority.(42) The Grace of the Spirit is 
credited in this case with the appropriation by Paul of the 
Grace of Christ. The second particular nuance of xO:pt <; is a 
broader one. It is connected with the redemptive work of 
Christ, the heart of the Gospel, or, more specifically, with 
the beneficence that flows out of the sacrifice of Christ on 
the Cross and the Resurrection.(43) Chrysostom expressly 
(39) [MPG 61: 617, 619.] 
(40) [MPG 61: 613.] 
(41) [MPG 61: 613.] 
(42) [MPG 61: 628.] 
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says that this beneficence is rooted in the common will of the 
Father and the Son. ( 44) It is further clarified here that the 
beneficial consequences of this Grace are: a) the reunification 
of humanity through divine adoption, ( 45) b) the liberation of 
humanity from the grip of sin,(46) and c) the acquisition of 
the possibility of entry into the future kingdom. ( 47) 
*** 
(43) [MPG 61: 616, 617, 619, 620, 628.] 
(44) [MPG 61: 617, 624.] 
(45) (MPG 61: 619.] 
(46) [MPG 61: 617.] 
(47) [MPG 61:618, 619.] 
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CHAPTER 2 
1. The Cause of Paul's visit to Jerusalem 
In the first part of the second chapter of his Commentary 
Chrysostom expounds the cause of Paul's second visit to 
Jerusalem, which occurred fourteen years after his first visit 
there and which was of a completely different character. (1) 
He does not deal here with the "historical problem" of the 
exact number of Paul's visits to Jerusalem. He simply refers 
to the two visits which Paul mentions in his Epistle; the first 
one (Gal. 1:4) taking place three years after his conversion 
and the second (Gal. 2:1), fourteen years later. According to 
the researches of contemporary scholars, this "second visit" is 
connected with the so-called Apostolic Synod which is 
mentioned in the Acts of the Apostles (Acts 15). NT scholars 
differ in their evaluation of the fourteen year period which 
elapsed before the present (second) visit; for some, this is the 
(1) [Gal. 2:1-10.] 
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actual time of Paul's conversion, while for others it is the 
time of Paul's first official visit to Jerusalem, three years 
after his adoption of Christianity.(2) 
According to Chrysostom the cause of this "second visit" 
was the Holy Spirit, who revealed to the Apostle the need to 
go to Jerusalem. In fact his use of the term "cause" rather 
denotes here the "ultimate ground", since, as the Apostle 
himself states, this visit would not have taken place without 
the prompting of the Holy Spirit. 
The immediate cause, however, for this visit pre-existed 
and was related to the divisive accusations of various people, 
foreign to the body of the Church, which, as Chrysostom 
explained in the first chapter of his Commentary, radically 
differentiated Paul's position on the observance of the Jewish 
Law from that of the Jerusalem Apostles. In any case, for 
Chrysostom "what happened" ('to yEv61J.Evov ), i.e. Paul's visit 
to Jerusalem, was not a merely human affair, "but a sort of 
divine oeconomy forstalling many events, both present and 
future ones".(3) Indeed, it was according to some divine plan 
(2) [Cf. M. Siotis, llpoA.Ey61J.EVo: Ei <: 
·Em o'toA.nv, · A8flvo:t, 1980. S. Agourides, 
Kat vnv Lh o:8nKnv, . EK86on <; rPHrOPH, 
247-255.] 
------------ -----
't ilV npoc 
Eioo:y£ilYil 
· A8flvo:t 1971, 00 
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that "the Grace of the Holy Spirit drove him" and "prepared 
him to go up and communicate" [with the Jerusalem 
Apostles]. ( 4) 
Thus Paul goes to Jerusalem according to the will of the 
Holy Spirit and wondering in himself whether it was "in vain" 
(J..Lil1tw Ei c; KEv6v) that he had laboured all this time all over 
the world in teaching the Gospel of Christ and admonishing 
people that the Jewish Law had come to an end. In the light 
of the discussion which followed, this question does not seem 
to have been a real one, but to have been aimed at exposing 
the absurdity of the opposing view. Indeed, Chryssotom 
makes it explicit that the Apostle "did not need to learn 
whether he had been labouring in vain",(5) but acted in this 
manner "in order that his accusers might be better 
informed",(6) about the rightness of his teaching. Besides, the 
(3) ( Cx!VI.a 9£{ a 'tt c; oi KOVOIJ. i a 1tOMCx 1tPOOPWIJ.EVTl Kat 'tWV 
1tap6v1:wv Kat 'tWV IJ.EMOV'tWV, MPG 61: 63345-47·] 
(4) [MPG 61: 63340-41·1 
(5) [ouK a01:oc; £8Ei'to J..La9Eiv, <'ht ouK de; KEvov £'tPEXEV, 
MPG 61: 63352-53·] 
(6) [iva oi £yKat-.ouv'tEc; rrt-.npocpopnewot, MPG 61: 63312.] 
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occasion would be provided for the Apostles to express their 
consensus on the particular issue of the observance of the 
regulations of the Law. Chrysostom will return to this point, 
once he has delineated the differences between the "false 
brethren" and those who had adopted the genuine apostolic 
mind. 
2. The "False Brethren" and the Apostles 
Grasping the full extent of Paul's problem, Chrysostom 
shows that the real distinction is not one between Paul and 
the "pillars" among the Apostles, but one between these 
pillars and those people who falsely claimed the authority of 
the former in order to advance their fraudulent plans. The 
latter followed closely Paul's missionary activity and tried 
systematically to undermine it. Chrysostom calls them "false 
brethren" ( \lfEu8a8£A.qJou<;;), following the suggestions of Paul 
himself, and thus suggests that they were intruders from 
outside and strangers to the true spirit of the Gospel. 
The identity of these \lfEUM8EA.qJot has been a matter of 
dispute among the contemporary NT scholars. By and large 
Western scholars tend to adopt the view that they were 
Jewish Christians (Jews who had been converted to 
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Christianity) who did not understand Christianity as 
constituting a radical deviation from their ancestral traditions, 
whereas Eastern (Orthodox) scholars believe that they were 
simply Jews who intruded (mxpnm:iMov) into the Christian 
communities pretending to be Christians with the aim to 
monitor and influence the course of Christian expansion. In 
fact they were, as Chrysostom calls them, Jewish "spies" 
( Kct'tcwKortot) -- a description which perfectly fits Paul's 
reference to "spying" ( Ka'taoKonnocn) in Gal. 2:4. (7) 
As regards their actual policy, these false brethren claimed 
to be followers of Peter, John and James in stressing the 
obligatory observance of certain regulations of the Jewish Law 
as necessary presuppositions for salvation, and thus put to 
question the absolute sufficiency of the redemptive work of 
Christ. It is certainly true that in practice the Jerusalem 
Apostles did seem to oppose what the false brethren 
demanded. Yet, as Chrysostom explains, the motivation and 
"raison d' etre" behind the Apostolic policy on this matter 
was vastly different. Here is his most pertinent statement 
which brings out this important difference: "For he who 
(7) [Cf. oi'ttV£<; napnofl"-8ov Ka'taoKortfloat 'tllV EA£U8£piav 
TU.!&v).] 
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commands, does something with eagerness as a necessary 
prerequisite, but he who does not demand, nor does he 
prevent anyone willing from doing something, does not allow 
this as something that needs to be done, but as fulfiling some 
sort of oeconomy".(8) This distinction clearly differentiates 
the "legal stance" of the false brethren, based on the 
continuing validity of the Law, from the "oeconomic" stance 
of the Apostles, which acknowledges human weakness 
without, however, compromising on the Christian perception 
of redemption. Another way of expressing this difference is 
to say that it is parallel to the difference between the "rule", 
which is binding for all, Jews and Gentiles, and the 
"concession", or even "exception", to "Jewish weakness" 
(' Iou8o:1Kh 0:8uv(X!..Lio:), which was applicable only to Jewish 
Christians in Jerusalem. It is crucial to note that this 
concession was not a concession to the Law but to Jewish 
weakness. In other words it was an exceptional pastoral 
measure which was aimed at helping the Jews to move 
gradually, and not abruptly, to the new conditions of life 
(8) [ 0 I-LEV yap TtpOO't:aHUlV, 1-LE'tCx OTtOU8fl<; £il<; CxVO:YKO:i OV KO:t 
nponyou~-tEvov, not Ei, o 8£ o:\n6<;; I-LEV 1-1n KEAEUUlV, 1:ov 8£ 
13o8/\61J.EVOV 1-Lll KUlAUUlV, OU')( £il<; 8EOV YEVE08o:t OUYXUlPEi, O:A/\' 
oiKovo~-tio:v nvo: nA.npwv, MPG 61: 635t3-17·1 
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which stood in direct contrast to those pertaining to their 
traditional upbringing. Chrysostom makes this point quite 
explicit when he writes, that "in Jerusalem everyone was 
scandalized, if anyone transgressed the Law, if anyone 
prevented the practice of circumcision.(9) The Apostles, 
however, were fully aware that this was applicable only to 
Christians of Jewish origin. This is why, as Chrysostom puts 
it, they made no such demands on Christians of Gentile 
origin, but "ordered that they should not be disturbed" by 
such considerations.(lO) 
It is also important in this connection to note Chrysostom's 
use of two particular verbs in drawing out the contrast 
between the apostolic stance and that of the false brethren. 
These are the verbs "to condescend" ( ouyK(Xtaf3ai vn v) and 
"to legislate" (vo~o8£'t£iv). As Chrysostom points out the 
former characterizes the Apostles' attitude to Christians of 
Jewish origin and denotes tolerance of Jewish regulations, 
whereas the latter was applied by the same to Christians of 
(9) [£v 1:oi<;; 'l£poooA.u~ot<;; n6:vuc;; £oKav8aAiCov'to, £i 'tt<;; 
napaf3ai~ 1:ov v6~ov, Ef 'tt<;; KwA.uo£t<;; xpnoao8at ·~ n£pt'to~~. 
MPG 61: 63432-34·1 
(10) [ £vo~o8£1:o\N ~n nap£voxA,£i v 'tou1:wv, MPG 61: 63533f·] 
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Gentile origin and denotes the strict ruling not to keep the 
regulations of the Jewish Law. Clearly, then, the apostolic 
concession on the observance of Jewish regulations was made 
only in Judaea "where the Law was in full force" ( £vec:x Kc:xi o 
v61J.o<; £Kpli'tEt ),(11) whereas the false brethren aimed at 
imposing these regulations "everywhere" ( nc:xv'tc:xxou ). For 
Chrysostom this clear differentiation points to the fact that the 
false brethren were indeed "spies" ( Kc:x'taoKonot) whose 
primary aim was not to build up but to "attack and destroy" 
(nope nom Kc:xi Kc:x0E!-.Ei v) the newly founded churches by 
Paui.(12) Furthermore Chrysostom exposes the self-interest 
and malice of these Judaisers by pointing out that "they 
sought to please themselves"(13) and to "place the other 
Christians under the old slavery",(14) and by contrasting 
(11) [MPG 61: 63540f·] 
(12) [ibid.] 
(13) [£mnoi<; nc:xpc:xoKEuaowotv 1:nv E\JKoA.tc:xv, MPG 61: 63551-52·1 
( 14) [ UTtO 't n v oOUAEl <XV c:x\n OU<; 't ll\1 Tt<XA<Xt O:v 
13ou/-.61J.EVOt, ibid.? Cf. also the statement, tva 
\.mol3at-.wot v 'tij oou/-.Eiq, MPG 61 63553-541 
EiO<XY<XYEiV 
IJ.Et '6vwc; 
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these to the apostolic practice which sought to "lead the 
Christian Jews little by little out of their ·slavery"'. (15) 
Ultimately the problem was one of choosing between the 
"Grace" of the Lord Jesus Christ and the "slavery" of the old 
Law.(16) 
3. Paul's agreement with the Jerusalem Apostles 
Having clarified the difference between the Apostles and 
the false brethren concerning the observance of Jewish 
regulations by Christians, Chrysostom attempts next to 
demonstrate the absolute agreement between Paul and the 
Apostles on all subjects and especially on the particular one 
under discussion. He bases this agreement on the common 
origin of their apostleship and on their commitment to the 
Gospel of Christ which both preached as the way to salvation. 
We have already come across, in our examination of the 
first chapter of Chrysostom's commentary, his insistence that 
(15) [fvo: Ko:'tO: IJ.lKpov £~o:y6:ywotv 'ttl<; 8out-do:<;, MPG 
61 :63557·1 
{16) [Cf. 'ttl<; x6:Pl't:O<;; o:\nou<; EKI3cxAEi v KO:t TtaAlV uno 'tOV 'ttl<; 
8out-do:<;; (uyov ayo:yriv, MPG 61: 63536-38·1 
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"there is not one and another [Gospel] on account of the 
different persons, but one through the symphony of them 
all".(17) In other words, Chrysostom held that the Gospel was 
actually and essentially one but was presented by the Apostles 
in different ways in order to meet the particular needs of 
different audiences and to serve effectively in their salvation. 
Thus, Paul sent Timothy on a mission to Christians of Jewish 
background having first circumcised him "so that he might be 
more acceptable to his audience".(18) There were no gaps in 
the Apostles' minds and as a result of this they were able to 
adapt their kerygma to the needs of their addressees, without, 
of course, compromising, m any way, the content of its 
essential message. To put it otherwise, they knew how to 
approach their audience with discrimination and oeconomy 
and, thus, secure positive response to their message and 
successful outcome to their mission. The case of Timothy's 
circumcision serves to demonstrate this approach, because it 
reveals that Paul, who was the supreme preacher to the 
nations concerning the abolition of the Law, was not hesitant 
(17) [Cf. ch. 1:6, MPG 61:6224-7·1 
(18) [fvo: e:\nto:pex8EK'to<; y£vn1:m 1:oi<; aKpoo:'to:i<;, MPG 61: 
63638-40·]. 
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to adopt a more moderate stance in the case of a Jewish 
audience. As regards the case of the other Apostles, who, 
rather allegedly, according to the claims of the false brethren 
active in Galatia, were clear upholders of the regulations of 
the Law, it is important to note that when they met with 
Paul in Jerusalem, "not only did they not censure him" ( ou 
1-16vov ouK £n£'tilllnocxv), for his insistence on the abolition of 
such regulations, "but declined from uttering any objection 
whatsoever to the extent that they actually praised him; for 
'to praise' is the exact opposite to 'to object'".(19) Thus, far 
from disagreeing with Paul on this allegedly controversial 
matter, the Jerusalem Apostles were in agreement with him 
so as to congratulate him for his attitude. This means that the 
claim of Paul's opponents in Galatia concerning his Christian 
attitude to the regulations of the Jewish Law was baseless. 
4. The distinction between Paul's mission and that of Peter 
According to Chrysostom all the Apostles believed in the 
absolute authority of Christ's redemptive work and in the 
(19) (CxA.Aa Kcxi 'tOOO\nov CmEO)(.OV 'tOU IJ.EIJ.\j/CX08cxt C>'tl. KCXi 
£n~v£ocxv· 'tO yap tvcxv'tiov 'tou 1J.Eil\lfCX08cxt 'tO £ncxtv£ocxt, MPG 
61: 637 48-51·] 
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removal of all necessity concerning the relics of the Law. 
Such a consensus was due to the fact that what they preached 
was based on Christ's will, "for it would not have been 
given, nor would Grace have been in operation, if this 
preaching was not desirable to Christ".(20) Consequently it 
was on the basis of Christ's will that the distinction was made 
between Paul's mission and that of the other Apostles. 
Chrysostom stresses this point, by putting the following words 
into Paul's mouth(!): "As regards the kerygma, we divided the 
oecumene, and I took the nations and they took the Jews 
according to God's will".(21) 
It is not, therefore, accidental that Chrysostom puts forth 
the explanation that when Paul speaks about uncircumcision 
"he means the nations", and when about circumcision, "the 
Jews". Nor is it accidental that by such juxta-positions 
( uncircumcision/N ations, circumcision/Jews) he clarifies the 
analogous position taken by the Apostles. Thus, inasmuch as 
God willed that Paul should preach the Gospel to the Nations 
(20) [ o\>8£ yap aV E868n, o\>8£ EVtlPYnOEV i) ')(6:pt <;, £i IJ.TJ 
80KOUV aU't4} 'tO 'tOt o\n:ov KllPUYIJ.CX nv, MPG 61: 63839-41·] 
(21) [E:v IJ.EV 1:4} KnPUYIJ.CX'tt, <Pnoiv, 8tEtAOIJ.E8cx 'tTJV oiKOUIJ.EVnv, 
K'cxy~ IJ.EV 1:ou<; E:~ E:ev(;)v, EKEi vot 8£ 1:ou<; · I ou8cxi ou<; £P..cxl3ov 
KCX'tCx 'tO 1:4} 0E4} 80KOUV, MPG 61: 63923-26·] 
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he did not have to ask for the observance of any regulations 
of the Jewish Law, whereas the other Apostles, whom God 
had chosen to preach to the Gospel of Grace to the Jews, 
applied some sort of condescention concerning the observance 
of Jewish regulations "in order that they may gradually lead 
the Jews out of slavery".(22) 
Chrysostom realizes, of course, that the incident of 
Antioch involving Peter, who interrupted communion with 
Christians of Gentile origin on account of certain people who 
were sent there from Jerusalem by James, could be presented 
as an obstacle to his views. Hence he offers his response by 
producing a discussion of the circumstances of that incident 
and claiming that Peter's attitude "is not indicative of strife 
but of oeconomy".(23) In fact, as Chrysostom explains, Peter 
had to take the attitude he took in Antioch, in order to 
appear to be consistent with what he was doing in Jerusalem 
and to avoid the suspicion that he was afraid of Paul and 
lacked apostolic authority. Besides, Peter wanted by his 
breaking communion with Christians of Gentile origin to give 
(22) [MPG 61: 63557·] 
(23) [ o't 1. ou IJ.axnc iiv 1:a t>ni.J.a'ta, WV...' oi KOVOIJ. { ac, MPG 61: 
64123f·] 
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Paul an opportunity to object to those who insisted on the 
observance of the Law for all and force them to comply with 
his teaching(!). (24) 
5. Justification by faith vis-A-vis Law and Grace 
In dealing with Paul's apostolic authority, and defending it 
against the undermining activities of the false brethren, 
Chrysostom repeatedly turns to the heart of the Apostle's 
teaching, i.e. the necessity of faith in Jesus Christ as the 
presupposition for man's salvation. Thus, he stresses the fact 
that "having initially been brought up in the Law, we left the 
company of this manner of conduct, and thrusted ourselves 
upon the faith in Christ".(25) The clear implication of this, as 
Chrysostom himself leads us to undestand, is that the Law 
constitutes the food for the age of human infancy, which is 
not adequate for the age of maturity. This is precisely why 
(24) ('0 TIE~po~ OUVUITOKp{VE~at, ~~ ~ap~aV~V, {Va EV ~~ ITPO~ 
mnov £rrntllnon 8tOp8~8&otv, MPG 61: 64153-55·] 
(25) [EK rrpC:nn~ nA.tKia~ EV~PC«<JEV~E~ ~~ VOIJ.4} ~nv OUVWO(j)OV 
~EV~E~ ITOA.t~E{av, KU~E(j)\)YOIJ.EV Ei~ rr{o~tV ~llV Ei~ Xpto~6V, 
MPG 61: 6814-17·] 
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the revelation in Christ was provided, offering divine sonship 
by adoption. Thus the Law was laid aside "not as evil, but as 
weak" and its place was taken by the "faith in Christ". In 
another place in his Commentary, Chrysostom points out that 
the Law, which served as a paedagogue for Christ, is empty 
of redemptive value, especially when it is contrasted to the 
Grace which springs out of Christ's perfect work of 
redemption which is appropriated by faith. This is why he 
wonders at the attitude of the Galatians and raises with them 
the question, "you put on Christ, you became a member of 
the Master, you were enrolled in the heavenly Jerusalem; 
then, why do you crawl after the Law, and how do you 
expect to gain the kingdom"?(26) On the other hand through 
faith man gains so many benefits. He becomes a citizen of 
heaven, a member of the heavenly community and partakes 
of the kingdom of God as a son of His by adoption. This 
stands in direct contrast to those who wish "to be circumcis-
ed, to fast, to keep the Sabbath, to throw themselves outside 
the orbit of Grace";(27) in short, to keep the Law "out of 
season" ( aKcxi p(..)c;), forgetting its paedagogical character and its 
(26) [ 'tOV Xpt O'tOV EV£8\>o(..), IJ.EAO<; £y£vou 'to\> 6Eon6'tou, Ei <; 
•nv av(..) n6A.tv EVEYP~nc;, Kcxi E'tt nEpi •ov v61-1ov £pnEt<;; Kcxi 
nwc; EVt OE 'tfi<; (lcxotii.Eicxc; Ent'tU')(Eiv; MPG 61: 64410-14·] 
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ineffectiveness as regards the crucial matter of salvation. In 
conclusion, then, Chrysostom finds that the Law and Christ 
are ultimately incompatible in the sense that "to keep the 
former, it is necessary to disobey Christ, or obeying Christ, 
to become trasgressor of the Law";(28) or, as he puts it 
elsewhere, through the cross and the resurrection Christ 
"loosened the Law 
loosened". (29) 
and ordered that it should be 
6. The self-negation of the Law 
Chrysostom is not content merely with the identification of 
the contrast between the Law and Christ and its implications. 
He goes further, drawing out its inner logic. He does this as 
he points out that this contrast is endorsed by the Law itself, 
inasmuch as, after the coming of Christ, "he who keeps the 
(27) [n£pn£1-1vov-tat, vnouuouot v, Kat 1:0 oal313a'tov 1:npoDot v, 
E~<U8oDvu<;; tau'tOU<;; 'tii<;; xapt 'to<;, MPG 61: 64351 _54.] 
(28) ['tOV VOI-LOV qru~at, avayKnv JtapaKoDoat 'tOU XptO'tOU, n 
aKOUOV'ta<;; 'tOU Xpt O'tOU Jtapaj3a'ta<;; y£v£o8at 'tOU VOI-LOU, MPG 
61: 64435-36·] 
(29) [MPG 61: 64439-40·] 
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Law also becomes a transgressor of the Law"!(30) Elsewhere 
he expresses it slightly differently: "the Law has ceased, and 
we have confessed this, and therefore we have abandoned it 
and turned to salvation by faith. If, then, we strive to 
make it stand, we become transgressors of the same, since we 
strive to keep what has been loosened by God".(31) The last 
point of the above statement suggests some kind of 
explanation for this "self -negation of the Law" which is 
connected with the Giver of the Law and his attitude to it. 
God has loosened it and as such, i.e. as loosened, it resists or 
condemns anyone who tries to make it binding again. But a 
closer look at Chrysostom's text indicates that there are other 
reasons as well pertaining to this self-negation. The most 
notable of these is the fact that the Law itself had predicted, 
through the Patriarchs and the Prophets, the coming of the 
new epoch, which Christ would inaugurate and which would 
(30) [ 6 'tnp6lv 't6v v61J.ov, ruxpo:Jlthn<; Ko:i o:\nou 'to\> v61J.ou, MPG 
61: 64453-55·] 
(31) [n£no:u'to:t 6 VOIJ.O<;, Ko:i 'tOU'tO ~oA.oyno<XIJ.EV, 8t' llv 
a~EV't£<; aU'tOV, KO:'t£~UYOIJ.£V ETti 'tnv EK TttO't£W<; OW'tnpio:v. VAv 
'tOtVUV ~tAOV£tKtlOWIJ.£V O'tnoo:t aU'tOV, aU't~ 'tOU't~ TtO:Opo:Jla'tO:t 
yt VOIJ.£80:, 'ta no:pa 'tOU 8£0U A.u8EV't0: ~tAOVEt KOUV't£<; 'tnp£iv, 
MPG 61: 6451-5·] 
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render transitory the status of the Law. As he puts it, "What 
the Prophets, on the one hand, were in labour with, and the 
Patriarchs, on the other hand, were forecasting, while the 
angels were amazed watching, that everybody would confess 
to be the summit of God's care".(32) This implies that "death 
was incurred for the Law by the Law, i.e. that the Law 
deliberated that it should not be observed".(33) 
All this, of course, has to do with the coming of Christ 
and especially Christ's redemptive work. This becomes 
apparent in Chrysostom's reference to Moses' witness in the 
Book of Deuteronomy, which announces in advance the 
commg of a Prophet greater than him, whose voice the 
people should obey, and whom Chrysostom identifies with 
Christ, following the early apostolic kerygma. (34) Thus Moses 
(32) [ o npO<pfrun IJ.EV i:>Stvov, na'tptapxcn 8E npouA.e:yov, 
ayye:A.ot 8£ E~£M't1't'tOV'tO ~AEltOV't£<;, K£(paAatOV 8£ 'til<; 'tOU 
0e:ou Kn8e:IJ.ovia<; napa naotv ~oA.6Yn't<Xt av, MPG 61: 64816-19·1 
(33) [o'tt St' a\nou 'tOU V61J.OU 't{tl v61J,Cj) em£eave:v· 'tOU'tEO'ttV, 
OO:no<; IJ.EV 6 V61J.O<; £vnyaye:v Ei <; 'tO IJ.nKE'tt npooE')(Et v o;\n{tl, 
MPG 61: 64511-13·1 
(34) [MPG 61: 645:15-17· Cf. Acts 3:22,23.] 
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who represents the Law has already specified in the Law that 
Christ would transcend it with his Gospel. This point is 
reinforced by Chrysostom by another quite different, but 
certainly pertinent, consideration. "The Law", he says, " 
commands us to observe all the things that have been written 
in it and to punish those who do not do them".(35) This 
means, as Chrysostom explains, that . it is not sufficient to pay 
lip service to the Law nor to keep it only partially, because 
in either case one is condemned. The fact is, he says, "that 
we all have come under the condemnation of death, because 
nobody has been able to fulfil it [the Law]". Thus to keep 
certain regulations of the Law, far from being beneficial, it is 
in fact the basis for assured condemnation. 
7. The saving power of Christ 
We shall now attempt to summarize our above analysis by 
means of a systematic and comprehensive statement. There 
are some 46 explicit references to the term v6~J,o<;; in this 
chapter, and only 7 references to the term xapt <;;. This does 
not mean, however, that the topic of Grace is relegated to a 
(35) [MPG 61: 64520-22·] 
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secondary place. The reason for this preponderence of 
references to the Law is to be found in the original text of 
Paul's Letter to the Galatians. The second chapter of this 
Letter contains 6 references to v61J.oc and 2 references to 
xapt c. 
As far as the Law is concerned we note that nothing is 
said here about its origin, or about its positive aspects and 
possibilities. What emerges as a distinctive point of discussion 
is the weakness of the v61J.oc in redeeming humanity and the 
negative effect of its observance within the context of the 
Gospel. (36) This is in effect identified as physical and psychic 
death.(37) Particularly interesting is the point that the 
weakness of the Law is declared by the Law itself and that 
the Law itself points to the direction of Grace!(38) i.e. the 
Patriarchs and the Prophets, (39) as well as the Book of 
Deuteronomy. ( 40) The particular necessity of keeping the 
entire Law, because of the necessity of its inner coherence, is 
(36) [MPG 61: 635, 643, 644.] 
(37) [MPG 61 :645.] 
(38) [MPG 61: 644, 645.] 
(39) [MPG 61: 648.] 
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also noted as a contributive factor to the weakness of the 
Law.(41) 
As regards the nuances of meaning of the term v6~-toc;; 
which one finds in this chapter, they seem to be the 
following three: a) the nuance of circumcision and the Jewish 
religious practices of observing fasts and keeping the sabbaths 
to the Lord;(42) b) the nuance of circumcision (nEpt"toi-Lil) --
used in the metaphorical sense of including the entire Jewish 
religious cult -- as contrasted to the opposite notion of 
uncircumcision ( aKpol3uo"t i a) -- used in the metaphorical sense 
of the nations; and c) the nuance of the "Law of Grace" 
which is the exact opposite to the previous two nuances. ( 43) 
Xapt c;; primarily denotes the beneficence which is derived 
from Christ's redemptive work and sacrifice. ( 44) As such 
xapt c;; has the possibility of providing salvation and 
( 40) [MPG 61: 645.] 
(41) [MPG 61: 644, 645. Cf. also the extensive discussion of this 
point in chapter 5:1 of this Dissertation.] 
( 42) [MPG 61: 634, 635, 640-645, 648.] 
( 43) [MPG 61: 645. Cf. also chapters 5 and 6 where Chrysostom 
expands his views on the "law of grace".] 
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immortality, ( 45) in contrast to the Law whose provision IS 
death. The Grace which is derived from the Cross of Christ 
has an objective value and embraces all humanity. It has an 
unlimited power to redeem, but it is not imposed on 
humanity, inasmuch as it requires the response of faith. ( 46) 
The "wedding", as it were, of faith and Grace takes place at 
baptism, when the believer is crucified and mortified with 
Christ as to the works of the flesh which fall under the 
power of the Jewish Law.(47) 
Xapt <;: is also presented as a divine power which calls Paul 
to his apostolic office and directs him in his mission.(48) This 
point was already made in the previous chapter. Here, 
however, he is much more analytic and clear. Paul's visits to 
Jerusalem and Antioch with the view to discussing and 
resolving the problems of the Law, were the results of the 
(44) [MPG 61: 635, 643, 647.] 
(45) [MPG 61: 646.] 
(46) [MPG 61: 647.] 
(47) [MPG 61: 645.] 
(48) [MPG 61: 633, 638.] 
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intervention of the Grace of Christ and of the Holy Spirit. 
All this means that Grace not only liberates and redeems, but 
also accompanies and directs the believers in their lives on 
earth; more importantly, it protects them from various 
pit-falls as those promulgated by the false teachers of Galatia. 
*** 
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CHAPTER 3 
1. Repentance: Return from the 
carnal Law to the spiritual Grace 
Chrysostom expresses his great astonishment at the return 
of the Galatians to the condition of the Law, in spite of their 
adherence to Paul's preaching and their achievement of "so 
many and so great" things after their conversion to 
Christianity.(!) This astonishment is due to the fact that 
instead of moving from a lower condition to a higher one, 
i.e. instead of a progressive movement, the Galatians did the 
exact opposite. At first they progressed from the fleshly 
condition of the Law to the spiritual condition of life in the 
Grace of Christ; yet now they have regressed from the higher 
spiritual condition which they reached to the lower fleshly 
condition of the Law and its observances; and all this because 
(1) [ oi IJ.£1:0: 1:0oa\na Kat 1:T1At Kmrta, W<; OU8EVO<; YEVOIJ.EVOU, 
1:&v npo1:£pwv E')(OIJ.EVOt, MPG 61: 64745-48·) 
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of the "evil eye" (13aoKo:via) of the false teachers!(2) The fact 
was that the Galatians did not just formally believe the truth 
of the Gospel and were incorporated into the body of the 
Church through baptism, but they had made significant 
progress in Grace, so as to suffer persecution for Christ's 
sake, to perform miracles and to grow constantly in "the 
Grace of the Holy Spirit".(3) Indeed to emphasize the 
spiritual gifts which the Grace of the Spirit supplies to the 
believers, Chrysostom recalls Paul's words: "You received the 
Holy Spirit, he says, you worked out many powerf~l deeds, 
you wrought many signs, raising the dead, cleansing the 
lepers, prophesying, speaking in tongues. Did the Law give 
you such and so great a power? But, of course, you did not 
do anything like this previously. But the faith?".(4) 
All the above leads to the conclusion that this new 
spiritual condition is not a static event but a dynamic one, 
inasmuch as it has to do with man's effort to be formed into 
(2) [ Ei yap Kai imb oapKt K&V np~o:o8E, E5Et Ei c; 'tCx 
nVEUUCX'ttKCx npOKOWO:t· VUV 5£ CmO nVEU~CX'ttK&V ap~~EVOt, Eic; 
'tCx oapKtKa KCX'tEAUOCX'tE, MPG 61: 64952-55·1 
(3) [MPG 61: 653, Cf. also llvE~ £Aal3ov, Ko:i on~Eia 
Eipyaoa'to, Kai O~OAOYn'tai EYEVOV'tO, ~upiouc; 5ta 'tOV Xpto'tbV 
\mo~nvav'tEc; Ktv5uvouc; Kai 5twwouc;, MPG 61: 65017-20·1 
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a "perfect man in Christ" (Eph. 4:13) according to and with 
the influence of God's Grace. Chrysostom has no doubt at all 
as to man's contribution to the realization of this spiritual 
condition of Grace. He brings this out most clearly in a 
comment on Gal. 3:27 in his Commentary on the Psalms, 
when he says: "for it is not only by Grace that we are saved, 
but there is also need of faith and of virtue which follows 
after faith".(S) Here Chrysostom says, that there is need for 
man to accept gratefully the gift of the Saviour's Grace, 
because "Grace does not reach the ungrateful and• objectional 
person".(6) This means that man has the capacity both to go 
ahead in the condition of Grace or to fall away from it, like 
(4) (E:MJ3E't£ fiVEUIJ.(X, aytov, cpnoiv, Eipy(mao8at 8uv<ll.t.EtC 
noAAac, E:nE~EA£oa~E on~Eia, VEKpouc EYEipov~E<:, AEnpouc 
Ka8a{ pov~E<:, npocpn~Euovuc, yM)OOEC: AaAouvuc. Ta'IJ~nv ouv 
~-nv ~ooa'IJ~nv ioxuv u~iv £8<.>KE 0 v6~oc; Kat ~nv ou8£v 
np6upov EnOtEi~E ~otou~ov. 'AJV...' n n{o~tc; MPG 61: 
64936-39·1 
(5) [ou yap EK xapH6c EO~t 0(..)8i;vat ~6vov, &JV...(x xpda Kat 
n{o~E(..)C Kat ~E~Cx ~nv n{o~t v Kai. apE~ii<:, On Psalm XLIV, 
MPG 55: 199) 
(6) (a8uva~ov de axaptO'tOV Kai. npoOKEKPOUK6~a EA8EiV, MPG 
61: 653) 
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the Galatians who "£~£n£oo:v 'tfl<: xapnoc".(7) It is particularly 
interesting that Chrysostom understands this capacity to go 
ahead in the condition of Grace, i.e. in salvation, in close 
relation to the notion of "repentance" (!-lnavoto:).(8) Thus he 
can say, "you can, if you want, regain yourselves".(9) 
Chrysostom does not understand this to be a momentary event 
but a constant vigilance and catharsis from sinful senses(lO) 
and this is why he refers to repentance. Both repentance and 
faith imply man's free consent to the entry of God's Grace 
within him and to the operation of its saving effects. 
2. Possibilities and Limits of the Law 
Expounding Gal. 3:17 Chrysostom exposes the limits of the 
Law arguing that it does not have the capacity to annul the 
covenant of Grace which God granted to humanity through 
the promise he gave before hand to Abraham.(11) Pursuing 
(7) [MPG 61: 65020-21· 1 
(8) [MPG 61:65016·1 
(9) [8uvo:o8E trnnouc O:vo:K'tioo:oem, MPG 61:65021-22·1 
(10) [MPG 61: 64837-38·1 
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the same theme in his discussion of Gal. 3:19-20, Chrysostom 
stresses both, the priority of Christ in comparison to the Law, 
and the fact that it was Christ who actually gave the Law and 
has, therefore, the authority to annul it, as, in fact he 
did.(12) This means, however, that, although it no longer 
applies, the Law had had a divine origin and had been given 
for a specific purpose and as such is not deprived of specific 
value. This is particularly brought out in Chrysostom's 
discussion of the complex verse Gal. 3:19. He does not simply 
reproduce it in its Pauline form: "What, then, about the 
Law?" (n ouv o ~6J.J.o<;;), but in the form: "On whose 
account did he give the Law?" (Tt voc ouv €vEKEv ,;ov v6J.J.ov 
£&lKEv;). The reply which Paul gives: "On account of the 
transgressions" ( ,;wv no:po:JlaoE(,)V xapt v) -- an expression which 
is regarded as highly controversial by H. Schlier, The Epistle 
to the Galatians, Brescia 1966, p. 158 -- shows, according to 
Chrysostom, that the Law is not deprived of meaning and 
value. As he puts it, "It was not given by chance, but for a 
(11) [MPG. 61 :65414-15·1 
(12) [MEoi'tnv E:v,;o:U9o: (Gal. 3: 19) ,;ov Xpt o,;ov cpnai v, BEt Kvu<; 
o'tt npoflv Ko:i ,;ov v6J.J.ov o:\no<; £&lKEv.. Kuptoc av Efn Ko:i 
1-.Dao:t mxl-.tv, MPG 61: 654-655.] 
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very useful purpose".(13) In the same connection he also says 
that the Law was given as a sort of bridle, "to train, to 
regulate, to prevent transgression, even if not of all, at least 
of one of the commandments; Thus the value of (or, gain 
from) the Law is not a small one".{14) That the Law 
prevented the transgression of some, if not all, of the 
regulations, was a widely held interpretation in ancient 
times.(15) It ultimately meant that the Law had a 
paedagogical character and was aimed at the prevention of 
transgressions to the extent that this was possible for each 
case. 
There was, however, according to Chrysostom, yet another 
reason why the Law was given. It was given so that the 
awareness of weakness and sinfulness might be preserved alive 
and as a result the need for healing or re-establishing the 
broken relation of man with God might be fully realized.(16) 
At the same time Chrysostom recognizes the positive 
(13) [ouK EiKii, &J..:A.a n6:vu xpnoiiJ.U>C £86en, MPG 61:654]. 
(14) [mxt8E\JU>V, pu81J.tCU>v, KU>AUU>V no:po:Jlo:iVEtV, Ei KO:l IJ.n 
n6:oo:c, &.A.A.' OIJ.U>C Kav EK IJ.tac 1:wv £v1:oA.wv. ·-no't:E ou IJ.t Kpov 
1:0 K£p8oc 1:ou v61.1ou. MPG 61: 654.] 
(15) [Cf. H. Schlier, ibid.]. 
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character of the Law and specifies its limit as he expounds 
further the meaning of Gal. 3:19 and particularly of the 
phrase "until the seed of the promise comes" ( axpt c; ou £A.81J 
'to an£p1Ja c:> £m1yy£A. 'tat), which he renders as "if then, it is 
until the advent (parousia) of Christ that it has been given" 
( £i 'tOt vuv llEXPt 'ti;<; 'to\> Xpt O'to\> Ttapouoi ac; 8£8o'tat ). (17) 
This shows that the possibilities of the Law reach their limit 
with the coming of the Son of God on the earth. 
3. The Law as presupposition of the Grace of Christ 
The Law, then, does not contradict the promises of God, 
but was given in order to uncover or expose human sin. This 
means that far from constituting an obstacle to the work of 
Grace, it does in fact contribute to this end. This is why for 
Chrysostom "the Law is not an opponent of Grace but a 
cooperator". ( 18) 
This is further confirmed by the observation that, since 
(16) [£8~K£V 'tov v61Jov £A.£YXov'ta 'ta •Po:U!la'ta, iva Tto8no~otv 
'tOV iaw6v, MPG 61: 655.] 
(17) [MPG 61: 654. Cf. also Expositio in Psalmum xlix:l, MPG 55: 
242; and Ad Johann. Evangelium, MPG 59: 75.] 
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the Jews were not conscious of their sins and, as a 
consequence, they did not desire redemption, the Law was 
introduced in order to reveal their wounds and make them 
desire the interference of the healing doctor who is none 
other than Christ himself.(l9) 
Thus it is obvious that in Chrysostom's thought the Law 
has a propaedeutic function in relation to the mission of the 
Saviour and to the epoch of Grace, which is aimed at the 
awakening in man of the awareness of sinning and of the 
condition of sin which is created by it, as well as of the 
promotion of the desire for redemption. As Chrysostom 
expresses it, had the Law not been given, all would have 
been abandoned to their evil ways and no one would have 
been able to accept the epoch of Grace. "Indeed whoever did 
not believe in the Law, did not believe at all, because they 
did not come to realize their own sins".(20) 
(18) ( 0 V61J.O<; OUK EVCxV'tt o<; 'tii<; ')(Cxpt'tO<; &:JV...(x KCxi O\JVEpy6c;, 
MPG 61: 656.] 
(19) [E&>KEV 'tOV V61J.OV EAEYXOV'tCC 'tCx 'tPa\>IJ.a'tO:, iva noeno(o)Ol. \) 
'tOV i O:'tp6v, MPG 61: 65535-36·] 
(20) (Oi youv IJ.n m O'tEUOO:V'tE<; aU't4}, EK 'tOU IJ.il KO:'to:yvwvm 
'twv oiKEi(o)v Cxj..Lo:p'tniJ.a't(o)V, ouK £nio'tEuoo:v, MPG 61: 655.] 
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We must note here, by way of a necessary, as it were, 
digression, that Chrysostom often refers to "faith" not in the 
sense of man's free acceptance of the Grace which is in 
Christ, but in the objective sense of the redemptive presence 
of the Lord Jesus Christ and of the Grace which is thereby 
derived. Thus he may state: "for the faith is efficacious, when 
the [requirements] of the Law are not added . . for those who 
are justified in the Law, have fallen out of Grace";(21) or 
again, "As for the Law, it is younger and temporary, and 
given to be such, in order that it may become forerunner of 
the faith", i.e. to prepare the coming of Christ.(22) 
The paedagogical character of the Law is particularly 
stressed by Chrysostom in his exposition of Gal. 3:24 where 
Paul presents the Law under the form of a paedagogue. The 
Law, says the holy commentator, does not stand in contrast to 
the teacher, but cooperates with him, keeping the youth who 
is under instruction free from every evil and forming in him 
(21) [n yap JtlO'tt<; 'tO't£ ioxun, Cl'tCXV IJ.n npoouef;) 'ta ano 'tOU 
v61J.ou,.. ooo1. yap £v v61J.<t! 81. Ken ouv'to:t 'tfl<; xapnoc:; £~E:nEoo:v, 
MPG 61: 650.] 
(22) [6 8£ VOIJ.O<; VE~'t£p6<; 'tE KO:l JtpOOK0:1.pO<;, KO:l 81.a 'tOU'tO 
8E80IJ.EVO<;, £vex npoo8onou'lo1J 'tf;) nio't£1., MPG 61: 653.] 
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a good disposition towards the teacher.(23) 
4. The impotence of the Law and the potency of Grace 
God's mercy and compassion IS one of the essential 
characteristics of God and it is only from this perspective that 
the wonderful events of the Old Testament can be properly 
understood according to St Paul. Both Paul and Chrysostom 
oppose the observers of the Law by drawing arguments from 
the Old Testament itself. 
The holy father observes that God chose the righteous 
Abraham and made him father of the elect people of God, 
out of whom the Saviour of the world was to proceed.(24) 
The epigrammatic statement of Habakkuk 2:4, [The righteous 
shall live by faith] repeated by St Paul in Gal. 3:11, reveals 
that no one ever fulfilled the regulations of the Law and that 
only Grace through faith has the potency to justify.(25) This 
(23) [ o f>E: mn f>aywyo<; ouK £vo:v't t o\no:t 'tQ f>t f>o:oKM(J), (i)...Aa 
KO:t OUIJ.TtPCt't't£t, rtaonc; KO:Kio:c; OOtO:AAci't'tc.>V'tOV VEOV KO:t 1J,£'ta 
rtaonc; oxoA.nc; 'ta IJ.0:8n~J,o:'t0: TtO:pa 'tOU f>tf>o:OKaAOU f>EX£080:t 
rto:po:oK£uaCwv· (i)...A' o'to:v tv ~~£t y£vn'to:t, ~io'to:oeo:t A.otrtov 
o rto:t So:ywy6c;, MPG 61: 656.] 
(24) [MPG 61 :644.] 
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prophetic verse along with Chrysostom's scholia shows not 
only that justification is from faith, but also that the Law is 
ontologically impotent to supply salvation. Chrysostom goes 
deeper into the meaning of this when he says, that the Law 
"does not only seek faith but also, works; whereas Grace 
saves and justifies by faith";(26) and that, because "the Law 
was impotent for leading man to righteousness, faith was 
found to be the remedy, and not a small one, turning the 
impotence of the Law into potency through itself". (27) What 
we need to clarify in this connection is the meaning of the 
term "works" (£pya) which IS mentioned above. The 
opposition of works to faith in the above statement in no way 
implies that Chrysostom negates the particular participation 
of each person in the work of Grace through 
particular works. This is seen in another Chrysostomian text 
(25) [ 'tOV VOj...LOV ou8Ei <; ETtii:(JpwOEV, Kai: O'tl n Ttl O't t <; 8t Kat oi. 
MPG 61: 652.] 
(26) [ou yap TtlO'tt v E:mCn'tEi. j...LOVOV WJ...(x Kai £pya· il 8£ 
')(apt<; mto Ttl O'tEW<; o<ilCEt Kai 8t Kat oi, MPG 61: 65224-25.] 
(27) [o VOj...LO<; no8£vn Ttpo<; 8tKatoa0vnv'toV av8pa ayayEiV, 
Eup£8n ~pj...LaKOV ou j...LtKpov n TtlO'tt<;, 'tO a8uva'tOV 'tOU VOj...LOU 
rtot ouoa 8uva1:ov 8t' aU'tii<;, MPG 61 :652.] 
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which stresses that, "it is not only by Grace that we are 
saved, but there is also need of faith and of virtue which 
follows after faith".(28) There is no contradiction here 
because the "saving" works of this statement are not the same 
with the "works" of the previous statement which refer to the 
ordinances of the Law. In other words there is no contradict-
ion between the rejection of the works of the Law as means 
of salvation and the acceptance of the works of the faith, as 
fruit of the faith, or expressions of the real involvement and 
responsibility of each human being in the salvation which is 
offered in Christ by Grace. 
In this light one can understand the emphasis on the 
redemptive work of Christ and especially his crucifixion and 
resurrection as the fulfilment of the prophecy which goes 
beyond the Law. "Christ, then, redeemed us from the curse 
of the Law, becoming himself a curse (Gal. 3:13), and as a 
result we can now "enjoy Grace and Truth (ibid.).(29) There 
are many Chrysostomian texts which explain how this actually 
takes place through baptism.(30) 
(28) [ou y(xp EK ')(;apt 'tO<; EO'tt O<U8flvo:t IJ.OVOV, &."'V\.ex XPEta Kat 
niou:<U<; Kat IJ.E'tCx 'tTJV nto'ttV Kat &.p£'tfl<:, MPG 55: 199.] 
(29) [Cf. MPG 59: 96.] 
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On the whole there are 55 occurrences of the term v6~-to<; 
and 10 of the term xapt<; in this chapter. Yet we observe 
that these occurrences are in reverse analogy to the value or 
importance which is attributed to them! We may conjecture 
various reasons that seem to govern this: a) There is the 
reason that he may be simply imitating Paul who follows a 
similar pattern in the third chapter of his Epistle to the 
Galatians. He makes explicit mention of the "Law" some 16 
times and no explicit reference to "Grace" at all. b) There is 
the reason that the notion of xapt <; is closely associated with 
other notions which do appear in chapter three -- e.g. the 
"cross" (about 8 times), the "faith" (about 60 times, although 
only some of these have the sense of "Grace"), etc. c) There 
is the reason that Chrysostom's heightened sense of piety and 
humility make him less ready to talk about the divine 
energies which are connected with God's Grace, i.e. the 
"spiritual things" of the faith, than about the "corporeal 
things" of the Law. d) Finally there is the reason that 
Chrysostom, like Paul, deliberately chooses to concentrate 
more on the Law, because there lies the problem with the 
(30) [Cf. MPG 52: 769 and the reference to Gal. 3:27; or the 
following cases: MPG 61: 65641-44• MPG 49: 225 and MPG 50: 438.] 
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Galatians. The point is, however, that there is clear teaching 
about both Law and Grace in this chapter which can be 
summarized as follows: 
Both the Law and Grace have a common source, namely 
Jesus Christ. Since Christ is the mediator between God and 
men, Law and Grace are ultimately derived from God the 
Father through the mediator. 
In the case of the Law it is Christ himself who delivered 
it to men in order to keep them aware of the necessity of 
virtue and to make them turn to him for justification, after 
realizing the impossibility of fulfiling the entire Law. This 
means that the main function of the Law was preventative, 
diagnostic and propaedeutic. 
The origin and the function of the Law lead to the 
conclusion that the Law is a sort of Grace! Thus both Paul 
and Chrysostom make the unequivocal statement that the Law 
was given "for the sake of (xapw) human beings". The fact, 
however, is that for both, the Apostle and the Father, the 
positive evaluation of the Law depends on the exact 
specification of its temporal framework. As long as this 
framework is observed Chrysostom would not hesitate to use 
the term [Law] to denote the evangelical love for the 
neighbour which was taught by · Christ, i.e. to speak about the 
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''Law of Christ".(31) As a matter of fact the term "Law" 
appears to assume different nuances of meaning or content 
according to varying circumstances. In this chapter it denotes 
either the "ordinance of circumcision",(32) or the entire 
historical period between "four hundred and thirty years after 
Abraham" and the coming of Christ.(33) 
The term xapu; also seems to have two main nuances of 
meaning: it is either the "Grace of the Son", or the "Grace 
of the Holy Spirit". According to Chrysostom's teaching the 
Grace of the Son is primarily connected with the redemptive 
work of Christ and especially with his self-offering on the 
cross whereby the curse of the Law was annulled. This 
Grace, flowing from the cross of Christ has an objective 
soteriological value and meaning and specifies the free divine 
gift of salvation irrespective of any human response. It has to 
do with justification, which is primarily the free gift of 
Christ, but which is appropriated through faith. When this 
appropriation occurs, then man becomes worthy of divine 
(31) [Cf. MPG 61: 647.] 
(32) [MPG 61: 649, 654], 
(33) [MPG 61: 654] 
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adoption and receives the Grace of the Holy Spirit. As 
Chrysostom puts it in a nutshell: "The Cross annulled the 
curse; faith introduced righteousness; and righteousness gained 
the Grace of the Spirit".(34) All this of course is interrelated 
with the notions of repentance and baptism which specify the 
concrete steps whereby Grace is given and received. 
(34) ( 0 IJ.EV O't<rupo<; 'tflV KO:'tapo:v EAUOEV· n 8£ Ttl O'tt <; 'tllV 
8tKO:tOoUvnv Eionyo:yEV· n 8£ 8tKO:tOoUVn 'tflV xaptv 'tOU 
llVE'IJIJ.O:'tOC ETt£01t(l0CX'tO, MPG 61: 65330-32·] 
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CHAPTER 4 
1. Grace as substitute of the natural and the mosaic Law 
In the fourth chapter of his Commentary Chrysostom 
stresses the point that everyone, Jews as well as Gentiles, 
suffer under the weight of slavery and deceit. The universal 
sway of this situation becomes obvious, according to the holy 
father, when one considers the "idolatry", or the "observation 
of days", or the "fabrication of new gods", which prevailed at 
that time. (1) The result of all these was that people were 
"living in darkness and were lying on the ground through 
deceit".(2) As for the Jews, "they proclaimed the necessity 
not only of circumcision, but also of the feasts and the moon 
days"(3) and thereby were led to live under the "curse of the 
(1) [MPG 61: 65733-36·1 
(2) [£oKO'ttOIJ.EVOt Ked. £v 'tij TtA.<XvlJ X<Xj..l.CXt, MPG 61:6883-4·1 
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Law". This is why the holy father commenting on Gal. 4:28 
in his Commentary on the Epistle to Titus regards "both 
Greeks and Jews as wild and deceitful"(4) and thus reaffirms 
his views that both of them were in a terrible situation. What 
Chrysostom has in mind here is that both of them were slaves 
to the Law, the Greeks to the "weak and poor elements" ('ta 
ao9£vii Ked. n1:c.:rxa o1:ot X£io:)(5) of the natural Law and the 
Jews to the mosaic one. Indeed, in a statement addressed to 
both directly, he says, "for you will not find God through 
your labours, since you live in deceit; rather he has removed 
you from it".(6) The conclusion, then, is clear: neither the 
natural Law of the Greeks nor the mosaic Law of the Jews 
"has any power"(7) any longer, since, that is, the time when 
(3) [ ou IJ,6VO\I 1t£Pt 'tOIJ.ll\1.. £KfiPU't'tOV, aMa KO:t 'tCx<;; EOP'tCx<;; 
KO:t 'tCx<;; \IEOIJ.ll\ltO:<;;, MPG 61:68813-15·1 
(4) [Hom. V, ch. 3, MPG 62: 691.1 
(5) [MPG 61 :65810·1 
(6) [ou8£ yap UIJ.Ei<: KQ:~J.6vt£<: £UP£'t£ 1:ov 8£6v, aM' UIJ.Eic; £v 
'tlJ n/\aVlJ 8tmpil3£'t£, aU'tO<;; 8£ UIJ.Cx<: £1t£01taoo:'to, MPG 61: 
6687-9·1 
(7) [MPG 61: 65810-11·1 
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God revealed himself to them and made them communicants 
of his glory.(8) This last text suggests the importance of the 
revelation of God in Christ which replaces everything that 
went before and which was brought about through the 
incarnation. In this connection Chrysostom speaks about the 
incarnation as having "two causes and two achievements, i.e. 
deliverance from slavery and donation of goods, something 
which could not possibly have been achieved by anyone else 
except by him alone".(9) In other words the incarnation had 
had both negative and positive results; negatively, it negated 
sin and redeemed man who was under the slavery of sin; 
positively, it gave man the gift of the Holy Spirit or the 
Spirit of sonship through which all kinds of other gifts were 
added, depending on man's appropriation of this gift or 
positive response to it. 
(8) [vDv 8£, £yvc.nE 'tov E>Eov, IJ.CX/\Aov 8£ £yvwo8mE ncxp' cx\nou, 
MPG 61: 6584-5·1 
(9) [Suo EV'tcxU9cx cxi 't i cxc; KCXl KCX'tOp8~CX'tCX 'tflc; OCXPKWOEC.U<;, KCXi 
O:m:xAJ...cxynv, Kcxt O:ycx9&v xopnyicxv, iXnEp ou8Evt 8uvcx'tov i;v, i1 
cx\n4? KCX'top9&ocxt IJ.OV4), MPG 61: 65724-27·1 
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2. Grace as adoption to divine sonship and emancipation 
from the slavery of the natural and mosaic Law 
Chrysostom stresses here the redemptive work of Christ 
and the results of the gift of Christ's Grace on human beings. 
As he puts it, "Grace turned us from being slaves to being 
freemen, from being infants to being perfect, from being 
aliens to being inheritors and sons".(lO) In view of this it is 
curious that the Galatians who had been pagans and who had 
been welcomed into the freedom of Christ's Grace, were so 
readily prepared to move back to the slavery of the Law. 
Thus Chrysostom confronts them with the question: "Who 
deceived you and persuaded you to be differently disposed 
towards us?"(ll) Whereas in the beginning they were so 
excited by the Gospel that even their eyes they were 
prepared to pluck out for the sake of it (Gal. 4:15), now 
they were easily disposed towards accepting the partial 
suggestions of the Judaizers which led ~hem away from Grace 
(10) [av·d 8ouA.cuv EAE\J0£pou~, av·ti V111ttc.>V 'tEAEtO\J~, av·d 
CxAAO't p{ <UV KAllPOVOJ.lO\J~ E:no{ llOEV Ked ui ou~ n Xapt ~. MPG 
61 :657 43-45·] 
(11) ['ti~ yap UJ..La~ E:~nna'tnoE, Kai £nEtoEv £'t£pcu~ 8ta'tEOnvat 
npo<; ilJ..La<;, MPG 61: 65947-49·1 
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and brought them back to the slavery of the Law.(12) The 
sad result of all this, says Chrysostom, is that they corrupted 
the "image", lost the "congeniality", changed the "form" and 
from being "children" they were transformed into "abortive 
distortions" ( (q.J.(3A.w8pHha .. ~xtpw1J.a'ta).(13) 
Whereas they were in an advantageous position they 
became worthy of punishment because "their sin was not a 
casual one".(14) They were filled with benefits and, besides, 
, they had the very image of Christ inside them, so that they 
enjoyed the status of sons of God by virtue of divine 
adoption. The consequences of their return to the status quo 
of the Law were quite tragic, because this meant separation 
from God and return to a condition of slavery. Most 
important, however, in this connection, was the point that the 
second corruption of the image of God implied greater 
responsibility and incurred greater consequences, because it 
was a sin against greater benefits since those bearing it were 
not simply human beings but divine sons by adoption. 
(12) [MPG 61:65716-17·1 
(13) [MPG 61: 66034-37·1 
(14) ['to O:j.J.ap'tn8£v ou 'to 1:ux6v, MPG 61: 66045.1 
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3. Demonstration of the superiority of Grace over the Law 
Dealing next with the superiority of the Grace of Christ in 
comparison with the Law, Chrysostom makes use of two 
particular devices. In the first instance he puts forward the 
personal example of St Paul who, being first an "excessive" 
(1-u:e' um:pflol-.:ii<;) defender of Judaism,(15) had no hesitation 
at all in turning away "from that way of life".(16) In the 
second instance he draws attention to the witness of the Law 
itself about the transitory character of its authority, ( 17) 
Indeed, by claiming that "even the present state of affairs was 
prefigured in it",(18) he reflects upon the Old 
Testament story of Abraham's wives Hagar and Sarah as a 
way of exposing, by some sort of typological methodology, 
the impotency of the Law and the infinite potency of the 
(15) (MPG 61:66838-39·1 
(16) (EK 'ti;<; ltOAt'tda<; EKdvn<;, MPG 61: 66837·1 
(17) [it is all epitomized in the following statement: cru'to<; 6 v61J.o<; 
ou (louA.nat £mnov qruA.a't'tE08at, MPG 61: 66126_27.1 
(18) ( Kai 'tCx nap6v't0: £v cru't4) £(:wypaq>E i 'tO, MPG 61: 66145-46·] 
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Grace of Christ. St Paul calls this story "an allegory", but 
Chrysostom notes that "it is by convention that he uses here 
the name of allegory instead of the name of type".(19) More 
specifically Chrysostom claims that Paul made reference to 
this story in order to suggest that the whole matter 
concerning Christ's Grace and the Law was not "a recent 
event, but had been outlined from above many years 
earlier"(20) and rested on God's eternal character and his 
providence for mankind's salvation. 
In his comments on the same biblical story Chrysostom 
identifies Ishmael and Isaac, the sons of Hagar and Sarah, 
with the sons who are under the Law and the sons who are 
under the Grace of Christ and are saved by faith. He also 
emphasizes the superiority of the latter over the former: "The 
sons of the Patriarch did not enjoy the same value, since the 
one was from a slave and the other from a free woman, and 
thus it is indicated that they were not just sons, but such and 
such sons, one of them being free and noble. This is indeed 
(19) [Ko:'to:;cpno'tt Kiil<;; 'tov 't\mov MA.nyopio:v EK!lA.eoev, MPG 
61 :66220-21·] 
(20) [ C>'t 1. 'tO YEVOIJ.EVOV ou 1tPOOqJ<X'tOV 'fiv, w..J...' CXVUI8£V KO:t npo 
noAA.i;>v 81. nuno\no XPOVUIV, MPG 61: 66436-37·] 
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the power of the faith". (21) 
It is clear that the reference to this story was intentionally 
made in order to bring out the impotence of those who 
remained under the Law for achieving righteousness and 
becoming God's sons, as it happened with Hagar's son "who 
was born in accordance with the bonds of nature and with 
the custom of marriage"(22) and was firstborn, and yet "was 
thrown out of his father's house",(23) and the potentiality of 
those who stood on the ground of Grace, like "Isaac, who 
was born according to the promise",(24) and was made "son" 
and "free" and "lord of al1".(25) 
The conclusion drawn from all this is that the election of 
~tv £K •n~ BouAn~. o 8£ £K •n~ EAEu8£pa~. BEtKvuotv Aotnov, 
<h t ou ~6vov ui oi, &JV...a o\ncu~ ui oi, 6>~ o EAEU8 E po~ Ked 
EUYEVTt~. Toomnn n Buv~t~ •n~ nioucu~, MPG 61: 66147-51·1 
(22) [ •oi ~ •n~ q>uoEcu~ BEo!J.oi ~ Kal •fJ •au ya~ou ouvne Ei ~ 
•inE•at, MPG 61: 6626-8·1 
(24) [Ka•' £nayyEA.iav uxeEl~ · IoooK, MPG 61: 6621s.1 
(25) [MPG 61:662191 
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the Jews, or -- to put it differently -- of "that Israel who is 
according to the flesh"(26) did not imply any exclusiveness, 
i.e. any rejection of the other nations. The value of 
Abraham's faith in God's promises could not be revoked by 
the Law of Moses which was brought in much later. Even 
Isaac's election to be "lord of all", including Hagar~ son 
I~mel, expresses the priority of the God's will and Grace for 
the salvation of human beings. 
4 .. Man's incorporation into the Church 
through the grace of Baptism 
In line with the above, Chrysostom reassures those who 
deny the Law and the earthly Jerusalem for the sake of that 
other Jerusalem which is "above" by insisting that "no one 
should be disturbed for not having being born according to 
the flesh; since it is for this reason that they are in fact 
regarded to be his relatives, because they were not born 
according to the flesh".(27) The reason which Chrysostom 
gives for this claim is expressly stated in the following text: 
"because the birth which is not according to the flesh and is 
(26) [ 'tOU Kcm:X O<XPK<X ' I opanA., MPG 61: 66216.] 
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more spiritual is far more wonderful, as it appears from what 
was said above".(28) Isaac was born from a "frozen" 
{Kau:IJNYJJ.£vnv) womb (i.e. physically, or fleshly, impotent), 
but in a spiritual manner. Or, as he puts it elsewhere, "For 
just as the Grace operated there, likewise he came forth here 
from a frozen womb. You came up from frozen waters· thus, 
as the womb in his case, so the font of waters in yours. Did 
you see the congeniality of birth? did you see the harmony 
of Grace?(29) 
In this connection Chysostom's words have an obvious 
ecclesiastical reference. This is particularly seen m his 
(27) (IJ.n 8opu(l£i 'tW 'tO{ \IU\1 'tO IJ.n Ka'ta OCtpKa YEYEVfi08at · 8t a 
yap 'tOU'tO IJ.OAtO'ta aU'tOU OUYYEV£i~. O'tt ov Ka'ta oapKa 
E:y£vvr'l8nu, MPG 61: 6629-12·1 
(28) (8auj...LaOtWt£pO~ yap 6 tOKO~ 6 IJ.n Ka'ta oapKa Kat 
rtVEUIJ.a'tt KO't£po~· Kai 8f1Aov EK ti.)v 6:vw8£v A£')(8£vtwv, MPG 
61: 66213-15·] 
(29) ["Qort£P yap EKEi , xapt~ Eipyaoa'to· OU'tUl Kai E\ltaU8a 
rtpofiA8Ev EK£ivo~ futo IJ.il'tpa~ Ka'tEIJNYJJ.Evn~. · Av£Pn~ a0 <Xrto 
VM'tW\1 ljN')(pi.)v· OTtEP OV\1 EKEt\1~ , IJ.il'tpa, 'tOU'tO OOt, n 
KOAUIJ.Pil8pa EYEVE'tO tQ\1 uM'tW\1. Et8£~ 'tOKOU ouyy£v£tav; 
£i 8£~ xapt to~ OUIJ.qlUl\1{ av; Gal. 4:28 "llpo~ tOU~ £yKaA£oav'ta~ 
urt£p tou IJ.i!Kou~ 'tQV rtpoot!J.{wv.. Kai Ei~ 'tO l':>n•ov LaVA£ 
LaVA£, 't{ IJ.E 8tWK£t; MPG 51: 131.] 
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statement that those who enter into the "font of the waters" 
become members of the Church by freely accepting the 
Grace of Christ through which salvation is obtained. The 
"formation" (BtOOtA.o:otc;) and "regeneration" (<xvo:ytvvnotc;) 
which takes place in baptism, is common to all people, Jews 
and Gentiles, who "as though passing through a womb",(30) 
are purified from their previous condition and thus enter into 
that other Jerusalem which is "above", the "mother of us all", 
the Church.(31) 
In this chapter Chrysostom uses the terms v61-wc; and the 
x6:ptc; 8 and 4 times respectively. N61J.o<; is associated with the 
following nuances: a) the sense of the "natural Law", which 
was given to the nations and which appears only once;(32) b) 
the sense of certain Jewish religious practices, including 
circumcision, religious festivals, moon days and marriage;(33) 
(30) [Ko:86:m:p tv vn8ui: "ttvi, MPG 61: 66326-28·1 
(31) [Ein:wv yap n avw 'h:pouoo:A.ni-L 1-Lll"tnp iliJ.{;)V EO"tt, Kat "tllV 
EKK/\.noi o:v o\nw Ko:A.too:c;, MPG 61: 66254-55·] 
(32) [MPG 61: 657, 658.] 
(33) [MPG 61: 661, 668.] 
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c) the sense of the entire collection of the books of the Old 
Testament;(34) d) the sense of the new epoch of freedom 
and Grace in Christ, i.e. the epoch of the New 
Testament. (35) 
Since this chapter, like chapters 1 and 2, is devoted to 
Paul's views on the false teachers of Galatia,(36) who were 
trying to restore Judaism, Chrysostom restricts himself to the 
task of exposing the weakness of the Law and its negative 
consequences in the whole affair of man's redemption. These 
consequences comprise the loss of sonship and the darkening 
of the Grace of being in God's image and likeness.(37) In the 
course of doing this, Chrysostom points to the inner witness 
of the Law itself,(38) to the example of Paul's transposition 
from Judaism to Christianity,(39) c) to the biblical example of 
Abraham's two women, Sarah and Hagar, and their two sons, 
( 34) [MPG 61 : 661. ] 
(35) [MPG 61: 662.] 
(36) [MPG 61: 659-660.] 
(37) [MPG 61: 660.] 
(38) [MPG 61: 661.] 
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Isaac and Ishmael, which is taken to symbolize those who are 
free by God's Grace and those who are slaves under the 
Law.(40) 
As regards the exposition of xapt c; in this chapter, it is 
linked with the sacrifice of Christ and is said to constitute the 
presupposition for the divine adoption of humanity. This 
divine adoption is achieved through the Grace of the Spirit of 
adoption, namely, the Holy Spirit,(41) and is sealed and 
confirmed, as it were, through the mystery of Baptism.(42) 
*** 
(39) [MPG 61: 668.] 
(40) [MPG 61: 661, 662, 664.] 
(41) [MPG 61: 657.] 
(42) [MPG 51: 131.] 
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CHAPTER 5 
1. The internal coherence of the different parts of the Law 
The Law ceases to be enforced from the moment when 
humanity enters into the state of Grace because its application 
becomes outmoded and untimely.(!) 
Had the Law remained necessary for salvation even after 
the introduction of Grace, it would have been necessary in its 
entirety(2) and not only in one or more parts of it. This is 
because in Chrysostom's observation the Law presents an 
internal organic unity and coherence(3) which does not leave 
any room for radical distinctions among the various 
regulations. 
To present his doctrine on this point more vividly 
Chrysostom uses certain similitudes. The first one has to do 
(1). [Gal. 5:4, Cf. also Chrysostom's treatise Against the Jews II:7, 
MPG 48: 914.] 
(2) [IJ.il IJ.Epoc; M.np6>o1J &J..:i...ix 'tO 1tO:v, MPG 61: 665s1-52·l 
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with a person who, being in a state of freedom, passes to a 
state of slavery, as a result of which he cannot decide freely, 
but is bound up by all the regulations of slavery. ( 4) The 
second similitude is the case of an inheritance, from all the 
obligations of which one is free as long as he does not accept 
it, whereas he who accepts it is bound to observe every 
minute point of it, including the necessary responsibilities. 
There is something similar that takes place in the case of the 
Law, because of the internal cohesion of all its parts, e.g. of 
the circumcision, the sacrifices, the observance of days, the 
innumerable purifications, etc, etc.(5) 
Consequently, it is both the total demand of the Law and 
the weakness of man to respond to it fully, that exposed 
man's weakness and sinfulness and thereby made his life more 
tyrannical and cursed. 
(4) [Kcxl Ko:80:nEp o <'moypo:1J10:1J.EVo~ dvo:t 8ouA.o~ £~ £A.Eu8£pou, 
ouK£"t notEi o ~ouA.E"o:t, UA.A.a naat "oi~ "n~ 8ouA.Eio:~ 
KO:" E')(HO:t VOIJ.Ot ~· OU"Ul KO:t ETtt 'tOU VOIJ.O\J C>'tO:V avo:8E~TJ 
IJ.t Kp6v 't t 'tOU VOIJ.OU, KO:t \mO:ylJ~ OEaU'tOV 'tOV Cuy6v, oA.nv 
£cpEtA.K0aUI "nv 8Eanouio:v, MPG 61: 66523_28.1 
(5) [CN"UI KO:t £ni 'tTJc; E~UI8Ev KA.npovo~J,io:~.. ou "oic; 
TtpOOllKO\JOt 8E 8EOIJ,Oic; K0:8o:p8£lc;, Tt0:V't0: Ot')(E"O:t, EKEiVO: ... , 
MPG 61: 66528-49·1 
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2. The freedom of Grace is incompatible with the slavery of 
the Law 
In view of the above it is clear that the Law does not 
have any power, contrary to Christ who does through the 
"scandal of the Cross", to "redeem" and "free" humanity 
from the curse of the Law.(6) Freedom, as a product of the 
Grace of the Cross constitutes the pivotal gift of the divine 
revelation. Those, however who, according to Chrysostom, are 
not in a position to appreciate the value of this gift on 
account of their unbelief, are both removed from the realm 
of Grace and deprived of the freedom which flows out of 
it.(7) 
The unbeliever who returns to the Law, is not only 
deprived of any gain, but by this attitude "places himself 
once more under the curse, imposing this curse on himself 
and rejecting the freedom which is derived from faith".(8) 
(6) [MPG 61: 66637-38·] 
(7) [o m:pt't£1-LV61J.EVO<;, W<; v6ov 8£8otKW<; TtEpt'tEI-LVE'tcxt· 0 8£ 
8£80tKW<;, CmtO'tEi 'tfJ 8uv<XIJ.Et 'tTl<; ')(6:pt'tO<;· o 8£ CmtO'tGlV 
ou8£v K£p8cxi VEt Ttcxp(x 'tTl<; Cmt O'tOUIJ.EVn<;, MPG 61: 6652-4·] 
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According to Chrysostom those who abandon the freedom 
which is derived from Grace in order to return to the Law 
lose every possibility of being saved. (9) 
Thus the notions of Grace and Law cannot fall in line as 
regards the entire matter of man's redemption and salvation, 
because "he who strives to be justified by works of the Law 
has nothing in common with Grace".{lO) 
3. The freedom of Grace is above the Law 
Chrysostom understands freedom specifically in terms of 
"free choice", which can be either good or evil, {11) or more 
generally in terms of the power of "self -determination" 
(8) [nW...tv uno 'tllV expexv tmnov 'tt6notv· \.JnorJc:XM.lv o£ tmnov 
't~ (xp~. Kat otaKpouo6~EVO~ 'tll\1 Ol.Cx 'tn~ lttO'tEQ~ EAEU6Eptav, 
MPG 61: 6659-11·1 
(9) [~il'tE £KEi6Ev suvn'tm otl(Eoem, MPG 61: 66556-57·1 
(10) [o yap t~ £pyQv vo~tK<:>v oQOnvat qnAovtK<:>v, ouo£v EXEt 
KOt \10\1 npo~ 'tll\1 xapt v, (Gal. 5:2), Against the Jews 11:2, MPG 
48: 858.1 
(11) [nEpi npocn PEOEQ~ ~oxOnpex~ Kai ou 'tOWu'tn~. MPG 61: 
67335-36·1 
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( cruH~ouot ov ). He also believes that this freedom has been 
restored to mankind through the redemptive work of Christ. 
As he puts it, "Christ liberated us from the yoke of slavery 
and left it to us to do what we want".(12) 
This restoration of human freedom in and by Christ should 
not be understood as a beginning of abuses or licentiousness, 
but as the beginning of a life which proceeds beyond evil to 
higher and more spiritual plains. He liberated us "not in order 
that we may use the authority given for evil, but in order 
that we may use it as a pretext for receiving a greater 
reward, through our rising to a higher philosophy".(13) To 
explain further this understanding, Chrysostom introduces the 
example of two diametrically opposite manners of existence: 
the manner of existence of the person who fornicates and the 
manner of existence of the person who lives in a state of 
virginity. Both of them, says Chrysostom, transcend the limits 
of the Law, but in completely different ways. The former 
(12) [annAA~EV n~a~ 0 Xpto~o~ ~ou (uyou ~n~ 80UAEta~. 
Kupiou~ <l<pnKEV ~ou TtpanEtV cnt PouA6~E80:, MPG 61: 
66945-46·1 
(13) [oux tva: ~fJ £~ouoio: npo~ KaKiav xpno4J,E8o:, CiJV...' tva 
~Ei(ovo~ A<lPw~Ev ~toeou np6cpo:ot v, £ni cptAooocpio:v ~Ei(ova 
avt6V~E<;, MPG 61: 66955-58·1 
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does so, by way of falling from a certain evil to another 
which is worse, whereas the latter does so by way of 
transposing himself from a certain good estate to another 
which is higher. "Since it is time and again that he calls the 
Law a yoke of slavery and Grace a deliverance from the 
curse, and in order that no one may suppose that he 
commands a departure from the Law on this account, namely, 
in order that one may live in lawlessness from now on, he 
corrects the supposition by saying, not in order that life 
might become lawless, but in order that philosophy might go 
beyond the Law; for the bonds of the Law have been 
undone. And I say this, not that we may become more 
debased, but that we may rise higher. For both, the one who 
fornicates and the one who lives in virginity have gone 
beyond the limits, but not in the same way, since the one has 
transgressed the Law whereas the other has transcended 
it".(14) 
4. Free acceptance of Grace as presupposition of salvation 
It is obvious that since the Grace which is given in Christ 
is the basis of human freedom, man's most important task can 
be none other than his effort to appropriate and preserve this 
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Grace to himself. To remain in the condition of Grace and 
not to fall away from it is entirely determined by man and 
his free choice. Man's choice must be always courageous and 
should never fall into a compromise (tv IJ.E~),(15) because, 
according to Chrysostom "there are two considerations 
( A.oyt OIJ.Ot) operating within man, which oppose each other 
( aMnA.otc; av1: i Kn v1:ext) and which lead to either "virtue" 
(apHil) or "vice" {Ko:Kto:).(16) 
Chrysostom's primary intention m this connection is to 
stress the importance and value of man's will and to specify 
the precise role of man vis-a-vis divine Grace, which 
(14) [£m:t5il yap O:vw Ko:i Kcnw Cuyov 5ouA.do:t; KcxAEi 1:ov 
VOIJ.OV KO:i 
UTtOTt'tEUOlJ, 
no:po:v61J.wt; 
no:po:v61J.Wt; 
q>t AOOO(jlt O:· 
1:nv xaptv Ko:'tapo:~ ano:Mo:ynv· iva llil 'tt~ 
O'tt 5ta 'tOU'tO KEAEUEt anoo'tnvo:t, iva £~~ 
Cnv, 5top9ou'to:t 'tllV U1t6voto:v A.tywv, oux iva 
ytvn'to:t n TtOAt'tEtO:, aA.il.' iva UnEP VOIJ.OV n 
tA.uan yap 1:ou v61J.ou 1:a 5EOJ..La. Kat tyw 1:o\no 
A.tyw, oux tva 'tCXTtEt v6'tEpot, aA.il.' iva u~~~nA.6'tEpot YEVWIJ.E9o:. 
Ko:i yap 6 nopvEUwv Ko:i 6 no:p9EvEUwv <'tiJ.(jl6'tEpot 1:ou v61J.ou 1:a 
IJ.E'tpo: £~£1lnoo:v, aA.il.' ouK tni 'toit; o:U1:oit;, aA.il.' 6 llEV 
no:po:llat;, 6 BE: UnEpllat; 'tOV VOIJ.OV, MPG 61: 66949-61·] 
(15) [MPG 61: 673.] 
(16) [MPG 61: 67224-25·1 
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Chrysostom calls "alliance" ( ouJ . ..LI .. u:xx.icx) and which is essential 
to man's salvation. (17) This is why he admonishes "that they 
should contribute their own diligence, since we cannot enjoy 
even one of the benefits that come from God, unless we also 
contribute what it is up to us to provide".(18) 
It is the human nature in its entirety that enters into "the 
port of Grace" ('tau Atl..l.£vo<; 1:i;<; x.O:pt'to<;)(19) after the 
accomplishment of the redemptive work of Christ. But for the 
particular man's participation in this Grace there is a need of 
free affirmative response. Such a response is materialized, as 
it were, by faith. "Faith suffices for supplying to us the 
Spirit", says Chrysostom.(20) So what the free affirmation of 
faith does is to let the Spirit come in, who, as sanctifying 
power, vivifies and justifies the whole man granting him the 
many and great benefits of Grace. (21) 
(17) [MPG 61:6677.] 
(18) [1:nv Tt<XP' E<XU't(;)v OTtouBnv EioEVEYKEiv, l.><; auK E:voc; 1:(;)v 
Tt<Xpix 'tOU 0EOU 'tU')(.E i V, CXV l..l.ll K<Xt 'tix Tt<Xp' lli..I.(;)V Ei O!p£pn'tcxt, 
MPG 61: 66715-17·] 
(19) [MPG 61: 6666.] 
(20) [apKEi n 1tto1:tc; n1..1.iv nvE\>i..L<X Ttapaox.Eiv, MPG 61: 66611 .] 
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5. Love as the gift of Grace and vice versa 
Love is one of the greatest benefits which the Spirit 
supplies "by the Grace and philanthropy of the Lord Jesus 
Christ".(22) It is the sanctifying gift of the Spirit which takes 
the place of the Law and becomes, as it were, the new 
"yoke" of Grace. Love is a lighter and sweeter yoke which 
far from depriving, actually confirms human freedom. As 
Chrysostom puts it, "In order that the believers might not fall 
away, he gives them another yoke, that of love, which Is 
stronger than the previous one [of the Law], as well as 
lighter and much sweeter".(23) 
Thus, whoever becomes the recipient of the Grace of the 
Holy Spirit and comes under the yoke of love is strengthened 
(21) [mxpaO')(EiV 8tKatOoUVnv K<Xl 'tCx 1tOAACx K<Xl f...LEYaA<X ayo:86:, 
MPG 61: 66612-13·1 
(22) [Cf. Homily 10:4 Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans, 
MPG 60:400.1 
(23) [Cf. Matth. 11:30; iva: 1-1n O:TtooKtP'tnocuotv (oi mo'toi), 
E'tEPOV aU'tOi~ E1tl.'tt8notv Cuyov 'tOV 'tn~ ayann~. ioxup6'tEPOV 
f...LE V £ KEi vou, KOUQ>6'tE pov 8£ KO:l n8i Cj? TtoA.A(i?, MPG 61 : 
67025-27·1 
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in his struggle against evil desire and is led to make good 
free choices. (24) 
Love draws its spiritual superiority from the power of the 
Holy Spirit, because as John Chrysostom points out, "nothing 
makes them so loving, as their being spiritua1'•.(25) It is by 
the Grace of the Holy Spirit that man is strengthened and 
becomes worthy of a further endowment of Grace within 
him.(26) As Chrysostom puts it elsewhere, it is "because love 
supplies the gift of Grace, and Grace the gift of peace, in a 
manner of sequence". (27) Indeed the role of the Holy Spirit 
is to revivify and renew the good disposition of human 
freedom which is rewarded by the achievement of the final 
aim of peace in the future kingdom. "The fruit of the Spirit 
(24) [8tex 1:0\rtOU oJlEVWOtV OOtCXO<XV 1tOVnpexv E1tt8\Jj.J.tCXV, 0 8£ 
1:0\rtc.>V emcxA.Acxyd<;, ou 8£i'tCXt 'til<; OOtO 'tOU VOj.lOU Jloneda<;, 
uwnA.6upo<; 1t0~ 'til<; EKdvou 1tCXpayy£A.ta<; Y£V0j.l£VO<;, MPG 
61: 67235-36· 1 
(25) [ ou8£v OU'tc.> CxYCXlt'n't t KOU<; 1t0t £i' ~<; 'tO llV£\)j.lCX't t KOU<; 
dvcxt, MPG 61: 6?13.1 
(26) [ou'tc.> 1td8n 1tCXP<Xj.lEV£tV nl-liV 'tO llv£\)j.l<X, ~<; n 'til<; 
O:yemn<; i oxu<;, MPG 61: 671 4_5. 1 
(27) [Gal. 5:22, MPG 60: 400.1 
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is love, joy, peace. Let us therefore increase this fruit among 
us, so that we may enjoy the joy of the present and achieve 
the future kingdom".(28) 
In this fifth chapter of his Commentary Chrysostom 
explicitly refers to the Law about 20 times, without however, 
ever referring to its orgin. This is because he has already 
discussed this matter in some fullness, especially in his third 
chapter. Here he has a lot to say about the content of the 
Law and the variety of its content. In some cases it seems to 
denote: a) the traditional (lit. "paternal") customs (no:~: pwo: 
£8t)...l.o:), which include that of "circumcision";(29) b) that of 
the decalogue of the ten commandments(30) and, implicitly, 
c) the entire Old Testament.(31) 
As regards the place which the Law occupies m God's 
(28) [ o 5£ Ko:pnoc;; ~:ou nvn))...l.o:<:oc;;, ayann, xo:p6:, Ei piJVn. Tou~:ov 
ouv <:bv Ko:pnov ~:pt~~J...l.EV no:p' E:o:u<:oic;;, 1vo: Ko:t <:nc;; tv~:o:Ueo: 
xo:pac;; anoAo:Uo~Ev, Ko:t ~:nc;; J...l.EAAouonc;; tnt~:ux~uEv Po:otAE!o:c;;, 
Gal. 5:22, Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans, Hom. 10:4, 
MPG 60:400.] 
(29) [MPG 61: 667 39• and 66528-49·] 
(30) [MPG 61: 67236-39·] 
(31) [MPG 61: 66727-29·1 
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plan for man's salvation, this chapter offers very little positive 
teaching. What is rather stressed is the negative character of 
the Law m the case of its enforcement after the coming of 
Christ.(32) 
There are 8 references to the term xapt c; in this chapter 
and in other places which deal with Gal. 5. Though there is 
no explicit differentiation between the notion of the Grace of 
Christ and the notion of the Grace of the Spirit, it is not 
difficult to discern which of the two notions Chrysostom has 
in mind in these cases. Whenever Grace is connected with the 
event of the Cross, and is presented in terms either of 
undoing the bonds of the Law, or of being related to Christ 
and his redemptive offering, this is a case of the Grace of 
the Son which has objective soteriological value, irrespectively 
of any human response or contribution.(33) Likewise 
whenever man becomes worthy of God's Grace through faith 
and love,(34) or of the various charisms of this Grace(35) it 
(32) [Cf. Gal. 5:4, MPG 61: 665ff and also Against the Jews 2:2, 
MPG 48: 858.] 
(33) [MPG 48: 914, 60: 400, 61: 665, 666, 669.] 
(34) [MPG 60:400.] 
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is said that this has to do with the Grace of the Spirit. (36) 
Another important aspect of Chrysostom's doctrine in this 
chapter is human freedom and particularly its relation to 
Grace. He teaches that through the Grace of the cross and 
generally the redemptive work of Christ man's freedom is 
restored. (37) This enambles man to make right choices 
through faith and love (Gal 5:6) and thereby appropriate to 
himself the sanctifying Grace of the Holy Spirit.(38) This 
means that Grace both precedes and follows human 
freedom. (39) It also means that justification is principally the 
work of divine Grace, and that human freedom also plays an 
important and, indeed, crucial role as regards the subjective 
appropriation of salvation through faith and love. ( 40) 
Although he sees the priority of God's Grace in all this as a 
(35) [MPG 60: 400, 61: 666.] 
(36) [MPG 61: 666, MPG 61: 671.] 
(37) [MPG 61: 666, 669.] 
(38) [MPG 61: 665, 666, 671, and 60: 400.] 
(39) [For a full discussion of this very point see the thesis of Stoyan 
Gosevitch, Divine Grace according to John Chrysostom (in Greek), 
Athens 1956, especially p. 61f.] 
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matter of objective reality, Chrysostom never underestimates 
or undermines the human factor,(41) and, thus, he can speak 
of a divine-human alliance ( <J'\JI..ij.l.C(')Ctcx) between divine Grace 
and human freedom. ( 42) 
*** 
(40) [MPG 61: 6677, 66715-17• 669.] 
(41) [This seems to have been the case with Augustine in his 
over-reaction against Pelagius who over-estimated the role of human 
freedom to the extent of undermining not only the priority of grace 
but also the true character of Christ's redemptive work. Cf. Christos 
ANDROUTSOS, Dogmatics (in Greek), Athens 1956, p. 155, 221; J. 
GROSS, Die Entstehungsgeschichte des Erbundendogmas von der Bibel 
bis Augustinus, Miinchen 1960, p. 319; S. LOLlS, Historical 
Introduction to the Problem of Sin (in Greek), Athens 1954, p 59; P. 
BRATSIOTIS, "St Paul and the Orthodox Church" (in Greek), 
Theologia, vol. 25:1 (Athens 1954), p. 65.] 
( 42) [MPG 61: 6617.] 
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CHAPTER 6 
1) The Grace of the cross as expression of God's love 
Chrysostom places special emphasis on the event of 
Christ's advent into the world and especially on what seems 
to be its highest point, Christ's sacrifice on the cross, which, 
as he repeatedly points out, was derived from God's love for 
sinful humanity. Both Paul and Chrysostom underline the fact 
that "Christ took up the form of the servant and suffered 
what he suffered" and so much "he loved us that he delivered 
himself to the curse".(l) The result of his sacrifice on the 
cross, the extremity of his philanthropy and love for mankind, 
was the liberation of sinful humanity from the bondage of sin 
and slavery to the Law.(2) This incurred the abolition of 
death through the Grace of Christ which constitutes God's 
greatest demonstration of his love for man. As Chrysostom 
puts it, "The Cross tore apart the record of our 
(1) [SouA.ou IJ.Op(j)t')V av£A.allE Ked EJta8EV OOtEP EJt<:X8EV .. 
ilYCcn:noEv, Qt; Kai E:aU1:ov E:KSouvat ap4, MPG 61: 6793-5·1 
(2) [MPG 61 :67916·1 
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condemnation, and rendered useless the prison of death; the 
Cross is the demonstration of God's love".(3) 
God's love for the world, revealed on the cross, 
established a new reality, a sort of new philosophy, the 
"philosophy of Grace" ( 'tllV 'tflC xapt'tOC qnA.ooocpio:v), as 
Chrysostom calls it, which ultimately implies the duty of the 
Christians to pursue a double mortification. ( 4) He discusses 
this matter in connection with the moral teaching of chapter 
six of the Epistle to the Galatians, and especially the 
command to Christians to keep the Law of Christ which 
consists in the pursuit of love and virtue (Gal. 6:2; cf. also I 
Cor. 9:21, Rom. 3:27, 8:2). As he explains, to keep the 
philosophy of Grace is to imitate the example of the cross as 
a sort of demonstration of our love towards God. He bases 
his explanation on Gal. 6:14: "Through which [the Cross of 
our Lord Jesus Christ] the world is crucified to me and I to 
the world]", which seems to be central to Chrysostom's 
thought, as he quotes it on 17 occasions in his writings. 
(3) [6 O'tO:UPOC 'tO ')(£tp6ypo:cpov n~v 8t£ppn~£, 'tOU eo:va'toU 'tO 
8£o~~'tnptov axpno1:ov £noino£v, o'to:upoc 1:'iic 1:ou 8£ou ayannc 
n em68£t~nc;, On Gal. 6:14, MPG 51: 35.] 
(4) [MPG 61: 67752·1 
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According to this verse the imitation of the Cross of Christ 
implies a double mortification. The Apostle "implies a double 
mortification, because these things are dead to me, and I to 
them, and neither can they draw me out or lead me astray, 
for they are dead for ever, nor can I desire them, for I too 
am dead to them". ( 5) 
2) The two mortifications of the philosophy of Grace 
The first mortification, which has to do with sins "already 
committed" (y£y£vn1J.£vcx) and the resulting "oldness of sin" 
('to Y11pcxc; 'tiic; <'x!J.cxp'ticxc;),(6) is achieved through baptism. 
Baptism enables the believer to enter "the body of the 
Church" ( o&~J.cx 'tt;c; EKKA.noi cxc;), (7) or be incorporated into 
"Christ's building" ( oi Ko5o1J.n Xpt o'tou )(8) and to commence a 
new journey which leads to the kingdom of heaven. "For our 
(5) [5tnA.t;v 'ti]v v£Kpwotv cxivt't't61J.£Voc;, 5n Kcxl EK£ivcx EIJ.Ol 
V£Kpa, KCXl EYGl EKEiVotc;, KCXl OUU: cxU'tCx EAEiV IJ.E 5UVCXV'tCXt 
KCXl XElP~OCX09cxt, VEKPCx y(xp EO'tlV On~, OU't£ EYGl ETtt9UIJ.flOCXl 
cxi't&v, v£Kpoc; y<'xp mnoic; EiiJ.l Kat E:y~. MPG 61: 67927-31·1 
(6) [MPG 61: 67947·1 
(7) [MPG 61: 67455.1 
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soul, which had become old through the oldness of sin, was 
all at once renewed through Baptism, as if it were recreated 
once again; hence it is a new and heavenly manner of life 
that is required of us; and this is also the case on account of 
what is to happen, for heaven and earth and the whole of 
creation will be transposed to immortality, together with our 
bodies".(9) Through faith and the seal of Baptism a new life 
is inaugurated for the believer, for the baptised is mortified 
as to the works of the flesh, which are under the might of 
the Law, and is justified through the Grace which Is in 
Christ. Partaking of Baptism results in renewal for all those 
who receive the Grace of the Divine revelation. "Indeed, to 
receive the Spirit is not the result of the poverty of the Law, 
but of the righteousness which is according to faith· and to 
be made worthy to receive is not the result of circumcision, 
but, once more, of Grace.(lO) 
(8) [MPG 61: 67451 .] 
(9) [6'tt il 111\JXll n~J.(;>v mxA.atw8Eioa 't(i? yflpa<; 'tfl<; ~ap'tia<;;, 
0:8p6wc;; 8t a 'tOU Bcm't { OIJ.a'tO<;; CxvEVE6>81J, i.loavd O:vaK't t 08E;: oa 
Tt6:A.tv· Stb Kmvnv Kat oupav{av O:Ttat'tO\Jt.J.E8a TtOAl'tdav· 8ta 
'ta EOOIJ.EVa 8£ O'tt Kat 6 oupavb<; Kat il Yfl Kat Ttaoa il K'tlOt<;; 
Ei<;; ~8apo{av IJ.E'taO'ttlOE'tat IJ.E'ta 'tWV O(,)IJ.6:'tWV 'tWV iliJ.E'tfPWV, 
MPG 61: 67948-54·1 
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The second mortification, which comes after the first, is 
achieved by the faithful as follows: As Christ was crucified 
out of incalculable love for man, likewise man is obliged out 
of incalculable love for God to be crucified, i.e. to be 
mortified as to sins so that being free from the old [things of 
sin] he might now seek only the things of Christ.(ll) 
Mortification as to sins is actually achieved when one follows 
the Law of Christ, as contrasted to the mosaic Law. The Law 
of Christ requires of believers that they may bear each 
other's weaknesses in a spirit of "charity", (12) and 
"humility".(13) It is by expressing such a love towards his 
fellow human beings that a believer demonstrates his faith in 
practice, i.e. his love for Christ, and as a result he 
participates in Christ's body in common with his fellows.(14) 
(10) [1:0 'tE 0V£U~CX A.cxf3£iV, OU 'tfl<;; VO~t.Kf]<;; f)v 1t'tUl)(;£icx<;;, aA.A.a 
'tf]<;; KCX'ta 1:nv 1ttO't1.\l St.KCXl.OOUVn<;;· 'tO KCX'tCXO)(;£iV A.cxf36V'tCX<;;, OUK 
a1to 1t£Pt. ,;o~n<;;, a.A.A.a &.1to xO:pt. 1:0<;; £ytvno 1t6:A.t. v, MPG 61: 
68054-57·1 
(11) [MPG 61: 67957.1 
(12) [MPG 61: 67753.1 
(13) [MPG 61: 67622·1 
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3. The Grace of the Spirit and the Christian love 
A life in accordance with Christ's Law of love incurs the 
strengthening of the Holy Spirit whose Grace is granted to 
such an extent that the works of love are considered to be a 
"spiritual charism" (nvEullo:"tt Kov xo:piOJ..LCX).(15) Consequently, 
the Holy Spirit carries to completion that which the 
Only-begotten achieved through the cross out of extreme love 
and philanthropy. 
Chrysostom likens this contest of the believer to sowing 
and reaping. If he sows sins, he will reap punishment, but if 
he lives according to the Holy Spirit sowing good works, he 
will reap the reward of the kingdom of heaven. "Whoever 
sows in the flesh greed, drunkenness, indecent desire, will 
reap what will come out of them; And what are these? 
Torment, punishment, shame, ridicule, corruption. The things 
of the Spirit, however, are not such, but the exact opposites. 
Watch then. Did you sow charity? heavens' treasures and 
(14) (8t' 0:/V\nll.<.:lv Kot vf.J nll.npciloo:u 1:ov v61lov, MPG 61: 67512.] 
(15) (8nA&v O'tt KO:t 't(i? llVE4,J.O:'tt "to:\>"tO: 8oKEi, Ked 'tO 
8uvo:o9o:t llE't' E:m Et KEio:<; 8top9o\>v 1:ou<; <'xj.J.o:p'tavov'to:<;, 
xo:pi ollo:•o<; £o1: l nvEwo:• t Kou, MPG 61: 67350_53.] 
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glory shall await you; did you sow prudence? honour and 
reward and angels' praises, as well as the crowns of the 
organizer of the contest [shall be yours]".(16) Such a contest 
can be undertaken only within the framework of this life and 
is, therefore, something urgent which should be done in good 
time and without any delay or postponement, because "when 
we are led away from here, even if we wished it a thousand 
times, we will not be able to carry out anything at all".(17) 
4. Recapitulations and conclusions 
In this Chapter of his Commentary on Paul's Epistle to the 
Galatians, Chrysostom makes six explicit references to v61.w<;; 
(16) (o KO:'tO:(lcxAl.lV Ei<;; 'tt)V o6:pKO: 'tp\Xj)f)V, j.l.E8nv, ETtt8Uj.l.tO:V 
O:'toTtov, 'ta EK 'to:\nn<; ll:j..t:(JoEt. Tivo: 8£ E:o'tt 'to:\no:; K6A.o:ott;, 
't t IJ.(,)Pt o:, o:i oxuvn, y£A.(,)t;, q:~8op6:. Ta 8£ 'tou llvEuj.l.o:'tot; ou 
'toto:U'to:, &.A.A.' em' tvo:v'tio:t; O:Tto:v'to: 'tou'tott;. LK6TtEt 8£. 
~EOTtEtPO:C £A.EniJ.OoUVn<;;, aVo:j.l.EVOUOtV OE oi 'tWV oupo:vwv 
enoo:upol. Ko:i. 86~o: o:i wvt ot;· £oTt£ t po:<; o(,)q:lpoouvnv, 't t IJ.il Ko:i. 
(lpo:(lEi ov Ko:i. o:i Tto:p' ayyEA(,)V EU(j)niJ.iO:t KO:t f1 Tto:pa 'tOU 
ay(,)V08E'tOU O'tE(j)O:VOt, MPG 61: 67661-677g.] 
(17) [ o'to:v E:vu'D8Ev em£vEx8w1J.EV, KO:v IJ.UPt 6:n <; (louA.n8w1J.EV, 
ou8£v TtEPO:VOUj.l.EV TtA.E:ov, MPG 61: 67737-39·1 
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and also as many to xapt.c;. Here too, as in the previous 
chapter, he is not primarily interested in the origin of the 
Law, although he does suggest this theme whenever he speaks 
of the "Law of Christ". This "Law of Christ", however, has 
nothing to do with the Mosaic Law, but refers to a new Law, 
the Law of the New Covenant.(18) As already in Chapter 
Five, so here, Chrysostom understands this Law of Christ, or 
yoke of Grace, expounding it in terms of love, but in this 
Sixth Chapter he advances deeper into its meaning. Here he 
explains why this Law is lighter and sweeter than that of the 
Old Covenant. The Old one included many and various 
ordinances which had to be observed individually. The New 
one has only one ordinance which is required of all people 
together, the ordinance of love.(19) 
(18) [There are actually three instances where this usage of the term 
"law" occurs: MPG 61: 67514• 6764, 68014·1 
(19) [ ou Jtcxpa Jtavt(.,)v Jtav'tcx Cn'to\JtJ,£v.. (J)..),.a.. 81.' (J)..),.ffA.(.,)v 
KOl. vfJ JtA.npwocxu 'tOV v61J.ov, MPG 61: 675. This point is 
reminiscent of similar ones made by earlier Christian authors, most 
notably by Ignatius of Antioch: 1t6:V'tCXC: (lao'tcxC£ we; Kcxi o£ 6 
Kupt.oc;, Kcxl Jt6:V't(.,)V 'tCxC: v6oouc; (lao'tcxC£ (To Polycarp ch. 1). Cf. 
also The Letter to Diognetus, ch. 10: OO'tl.C: 'tO 'tOU JtA.noiov 
emoBEXE'tat (lapoc; .. ] 
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As regards the use of the word ;capt c; in this Chapter, it 
is primarily connected with Christ's sacrifice on the Cross for 
the sake of humanity and also with the new philosophy, the 
"philosophy of Grace" ( n 1:iic; ;capt 1:oc; qnt,oooQJi o:) which came 
to light through it. This philosophy consists in the imitation 
of the Cross of Christ and implies a twofold mortification: the 
mortification of the sins of the flesh already achieved through 
the bath of Baptismal cleansing and regeneration, and the 
mortification of the self-sacrifice of love for God which is the 
core as it were of this philosophy. Inasmuch as the inner core 
of this philosophy is God's "love" for mankind, ;capt c; is here 
associated, or even equated, with this love.(20) But it is also 
connected with man's love for God which is demonstrated 
horizontally by what one does for the brethren, i.e. the 
Church, the Body of Christ. Lastly it is the Holy Spirit which 
brings about the link and completion of God's love for man 
and man's love for God and, therefore, Grace is ultimately 
the Grace of the Holy Spirit. 
*** 
(20) [Cf. in this connection Ch. ANDROUTSOS, Dogmatics .. , op. cit., 
p. 219; and B. IOANNIDES, "The New Testament doctrine of grace", 
THEOLOGIA, 1 (1940) 197-257.] 
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RECAPITULATION OF CHRYSOSTOM'S POSITION 
The topic of Grace and the Law occupies a prominent 
position in Chrysostom's Commentary on Paul's Epistle to the 
Galatians. It is worth noting that there are 145 explicit 
references to the Law and 44 to Grace. 
In our study of this Commentary we found out that the 
term Law acquires different nuances of meaning according to 
each case. Thus, it denotes a) the various Jewish religious 
customs (circumcision, moon festivals, sabbaths, fasts), b) the 
ten commandments, c) the whole of the Old Testament, d) 
the period of time from Abraham to the coming of the 
God-man and, implicitly, e) the people of Israel. Inspite of 
this variety of specific nuances of meaning, Chrysostom 
generally uses the term "law" in his interpretation of Paul 
synecdochically with reference to the first phase of the plan 
of the Divine Economy and to the means given to the people 
of Israel by way of preparing them to receive the Revelation 
m Christ. It is fair to say here that Chrysostom, at least 
implicitly, also includes in the above meaning the notion of 
the ·unwritten' natural law of the Nations, which does not 
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cease to have the same origin and to serve the same purpose 
as the Mosaic law. 
Already in the first chapter of his Commentary 
Chrysostom clarifies the Trinitarian Divine ongm of the Law. 
Consequently he teaches that the Law is neither evil, nor 
dangerous, nor useless. On the contrary its value, in all its 
forms, is considerable and constitutes a gift of the free 
initiative of God to sinful humanity. 
More specifically, the Law acquires an immense value for 
the following three reasons: a) because it was used, as 
Chrysostom observes, "instead of a bridle", so that it may 
curtail man's engagement with sin; b) because it exposed the 
sinful condition of human beings and their inability to be 
emancipated from it by their own efforts, inasmuch as the 
law reveals and limits human sin but does not supply the 
power required for uprooting it -- and it is in this sense and, 
especially, on account of human inability to fulfil it, that it 
becomes a sort of "curse" and "yoke of slavery"; and c) 
because it leads humanity to lay its trust on the one who can 
"cure" the curse and condemnation to spiritual and physical 
death, namely, the coming Messiah and Saviour, the Lord 
Jesus Christ. Thus, it is with good reason that Chrysostom 
sees the Law as "co-operator" ( ouv£py6v) with Grace in the 
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salvation of humanity, for he fully expounds both its 
preventive-diagnostic function as far as human sin is 
concerned and its preparatory-propedeutic function as regards 
the coming of the Grace of the Gospel. 
It is precisely all this, however, that makes obvious the 
passing image and the temporally limited power of the Law, 
as it is amply stressed both by St Paul himself and St John 
Chrysostom, his great interpreter. Indeed it is the latter who 
expounded this point most eloquently by elaborating the full 
extent of the double problem which arose in Galatia: a) the 
problem, on the one hand, of misunderstanding the real 
purpose of the Law and its usefulness on the part of the 
Jews, which led to rendering absolute and eternal authority to 
it and turning its observance into an end in itself; b) the 
problem, on the other hand, of the deliberate propaganda 
exercised by the Jews through certain secret agents 
(pseudo-teachers and pseudo-brethren) among the Christian 
communities newly founded through Paul's missionary efforts, 
whereby the necessary obervance of certain regulations of the 
Law (circumcision, sabbaths, moon-festivals, etc.) threatened 
the integrity of the Gospel and the reality of salvation by 
Grace. The Galatian problem was, in the last analysis, a fall 
from the condition of Grace to the tyranny of sin and yoke 
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of the Law, since the teaching of the false-apostles reduced in 
a blasphemous and anti-Christian way the unlimitted saving 
power of the death of Christ by linking to it as a necessary 
supplement the observance of the "carnal" Law. The manner 
of life, however, promoted by Judaism and its followers, in 
which the Law is the dominant factor, was doomed with 
abolition even by the Law's own witness; for the Law, which 
was good and useful as a gift from God granted for a 
specific purpose, was to be rendered useless and even hostile 
if it continued its function beyond its proper time ( aKai pw<;). 
In distinction from the Law, Grace is connected with the 
second phase in the divine plan for the salvation of mankind, 
which is directly connected with the coming of the God-man 
into the world. The Grace which is established by the 
God-man constitutes the highest expression of God's love for 
mankind because it concerns mankind's salvation. This Grace 
of salvation, centred around the crucifixion and resurrection 
of Christ, has its origin in the one will of the Father and the 
Son. As second phase of the Divine Economy, Grace is the 
development and fulfilment of the first phase, the Law. In 
Chrysostom's teaching the former is the scope of the latter, 
and the latter, the presupposition of the former. Yet, in the 
last analysis, it is Grace that supersedes the strict and narrow 
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confines of the Law. According to Chrysostom it is the Grace 
of Christ which reconciled humanity to the Father since it 
delivered it from sin and at the same time created the 
objective conditions for its delivery from the "curse" and for 
securing for it an eternal future. Chrysostom's Commentary 
shows that: a) Grace is absolutely necessary for salvation, 
inasmuch as human beings are not able to fulfil the law by 
their own efforts and thereby acquire salvation; b) Grace seen 
in the person of Jesus Christ has a catholic (universal) range 
and value, but it does not operate irresistibly, since it is 
freely offered to all without exception and IS freely 
appropriated and not by necessity by those who are saved and 
who may still freely reject it after appropriating it. 
As we noted in our exposition, St Chrysostom was a 
"moral" preacher who was concerned with salvation. Thus it is 
no surprise that the main purpose of his Homilies was to 
exalt the importance of the human volition and the operations 
which follow therefrom. This is because human volition, free 
will (cru'tc~ouotov), acquires new dimensions when it is 
baptised into the Grace of Christ. Grace strengthens it by 
opening to it the options which allow it to appropriate this 
Grace freely and to acquire salvation. Thus Grace works both 
before and after someone's free decision; before, as free 
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offering, and after, as free companionship with the Holy 
Spirit. Grace, then, is not barren. It strengthens human effort 
towards faith and virtue. In the case of Paul, it is grace that 
led him and strengthened him in his apostolic mission. Hence, 
Paul's assurance that what he did and said were according to 
God's will. The proper function of human freedom in Christ 
Is one of the most characteristic features of Divine 
redemption. This is because Redemption entails the restoration 
of human volition, through faith and through the seal of 
Baptism. All those who believe in Jesus Christ, Jews or 
Gentiles, find themselves in a new relation to God, a relation 
of divine sonship, which is accomplished through the Grace of 
the sacrifice on the Cross of the God-man. The believer is 
made worthy by faith of the gifts of the Grace of the Holy 
Spirit. The gift of the Holy Spirit appears both during the 
birth of faith and at the sealing of it. The sealing of the faith 
of the Christians is officially declared through Baptism. The 
new life of the believer issuing forth from his/her baptism 
means crucifixion and resurrection with Christ, according to 
the example of Paul. Thus the believer becomes dead for the 
works of the flesh which are performed under the authority 
of the Jewish Law and lives as redeemed, as a new creation, 
through the Grace of the Risen Christ (a. M. Siotis, 
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Prolegomena, op. cit., p. 23). 
Departure from the world through faith and baptism and 
incorporation into the Saviour is always accompanied by love, 
i.e. "faith operating through love". Indeed, faith and love are 
inseparable, since they are genuine expressions of the good 
function of free volition. This is the point in Chrysostom's 
teaching which made him a preacher of a Christian Gospel 
which is not merely a theological scheme but a manner of 
life and action. Thus, for Chrysostom, salvation is the result 
of an "alliance", involving the human factor of human 
freedom and the Grace of God, on the condition, of course, 
that the latter precedes as call and as guide, and the former 
freely obeys and follows. 
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APPENDIX 
OECONOMY 
The term oi Kovo~J.ia hru:. been already used in the New 
Testament to express the divine plan for the salvation of 
mankind.(l) In the present Commentary it occurs about 18 
times and carries various nuances of meaning. According to 
Professor Theodore Zeses of the University of Thessalonica, 
Chrysostom saw God as having nothing in common with the 
world as far as his being (ouoia) is concerned, but as being 
related with it through his energies, or through his 
"oeconomy".(2) Actually Chrysostom often uses the term 
oi KOVOIJ. i a in the plural, (3) or in the singular but with a 
plural meaning,(4) to denote God's energies.(5) 
Here, as we have already pointed out, Chrysostom uses 
the term oi Kovo~-1 i a with reference to the divine plan for the 
salvation of mankind, which reached its highest point in the 
(1) [I Cor. 9:17, Eph. 1:10, 3:2,9, Col. 1:25, I Tit. 1:4.] 
(2) [Th. N. ZESES, Man and World in God's Oeconomy according to 
St John Chrysostom (in Greek), Thessalonica 1971, p. 66.] 
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"incarnate oeconomy" ( 'tllV Ka'ta oapKa oi Kovo1-1iav).(6) Thus, 
commenting on Gal. 1:1, Chrysostom presents the incarnation 
in terms of oi Kovo1-1 i a, laying particular stress on the sacrifice 
on the cross, as he expounds Paul's attempt to explain to the 
Galatians God's beneficence towards them. This incarnate 
oeconomy, he says, is concerned with humanity as a whole 
and with each human being in particular, and demonstrates 
(3) (Kn8£j...LOVtat, npoo'taoiat, 8top8WO£t~, OUj...LPouAa(, napatv£-
OEt~, 8t8aoKo:Aim, j...Lupiwv oiKovo1-1im npawa•wv, On Gal. 
1:18 .. When Peter came to Antioch and Paul opposed him to his 
face, and showed that there was no opposition but what was done 
was a matter of oeconomy, MPG 51:377ff.] 
(4) (8ta yap 'tO\no npoo£8nK£V Kal ffino~ 'tO Ka'ta cmoKaAU\j/t v, 
iva 1-1n8£ npo •n~ Auo£w~ 'tou 'n•nl-.la'to~ Ka'tayv&~ o:U1ou •tva 
ayvotav, £i8lu~ O'tt OUK O:v8pwm vov nv 'tO Y£VOj...L£VOV, CxAACx 
8£ia 'tt~ oiKovoj...Lia, noAAa npoop(,)j...L£vn Kat 't&v nap6v1wv Kai 
'tWV 1-.LEAAOV'tWV, On Galatians ch. 2, MPG 61 :633.] 
( 5) ["Chrysostom, however, stresses the fact that Scripture does not 
describe all the oeconomies or energies of God, but the ones that are 
necessary", P. N. CHRISTOU, John Chrysostom: On the 
Incomprehensibi- lity of God (in Greek), Athens 1953, p. 38, ft I] 
'-' 
(6) ('til~ Ka'ta oapKa OiKOVOj...Lta~ 1-.LEI-.LVnoat, O'tO:UpOV d~ j...LEOOV 
qJtpwv Kat v£Kpwot v; vai qJnoiv, On Galatians ch. 1, MPG 61: 
615.] 
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God's love towards them. (7) Given this general understanding 
of the term there are also other particular nuances of 
meaning to oeconomy which can be identified as follows: 
Oeconomy as God's action is particularly revealed in the 
case of Paul. Interpreting Gal. 1:15-16, Chrysostom notes that, 
although Paul had been chosen "from his mother's woMb", "his 
calling to his apostolic office had been postponed for some 
unknown oeconomy".(8) It is also revealed in Paul's journey 
to Jerusalem which was undertaken by him "according to 
divine revelation" ( Ko:•' futoKW....U\111 v, Gal. 2:1 ). (9) 
(7) [Ko:i ')(U>pic:; o£ 'to\nwv OE1KVU<; 01:1 £KO:O't0<;; TU.l.WV 'tOOmnnv 
oiKo:1oc:; 6~EiAE1v ·~ Xp1o1:~ xap1v, oonv av Ei Ko:i o1' o:U1:ov 
IJ.OVOV i;A8EV. ou yap av 1tO:PlJ'ttlOO:'tO KO:i U1tEP £voc:; 'tOOmnnv 
oi KOVOIJ.iuv €Jnod;;uo6o.t · ouH.:1~ £KuO"i:O\i 6:v0pwn:ov -cooo\nlj) 
IJ,E'tp~ ayannc:; ~1AEi' 00~ 'tll\1 oi KO\}IJ.Evnv futo:oo:v, On Galatians 
ch. 2, MPG 61: 647] 
(8) [opo: 'tl 01tOUoa(Et EV'ta08o: oEi~m. O'tt KO:i 'tOV ')(p6vov, ov 
EYKO:'t EAEl ~81J, 01 a 'tt vo: oi KOVOIJ. i o:v <X!t6ppn1:ov a~Ei 8n, MPG 
61: 627] 
(9) (o10: yap 'ta\no npoo£8nKE KO:i aU'tO<;; 'tO KO:'t' a1tOKUAU\Ift v, 
tva: IJ.no£ npo •nc:; AUoEwc:; 'tau (n'tiliJ.o:'toc:; Ko:'to:yv~c:; o:U'tou 'ttva 
ayvoto:V, Eio~c:; O'tt OUK av8p~1ttVOV iiv 'tO YEVOIJ.EVOV, <XAAa 'tt<; 
oiKOVOIJ.lO: 1tOAACx 1tPOOPU>IJ.EVn KO:i 'tWV no:p6V'tU>V KO:i 'tWV 
IJ.EAAOV'tU>V, MPG 61: 633] 
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Chrysostom also employs the same term in connection with 
the attitude of the Apostles to the problem of 
circumcision.ClO) He actually discusses two cases: that of Peter 
in Antioch (Gal. 2:11) and that of Paul in Jerusalem (Acts 
16:3). As far as the case of Peter is concerned, Chrysostom 
says that the latter accepted circumcision in order to give 
Paul the opportunity to repudiate it!(ll) This interpretation, 
which seems to go back to Origen,(12) was vigorously 
opposed by Augustine in a lively exchange of letters with 
Jerome.(13) Chrysostom provided a fuller exposition of it in a 
particular Homily.(14) In Lampe's Patristic Greek Lexicon (p. 
943) this is called "pious deception", but this is unjustifiable if 
evaluated in the light of the following Chrysostomian text: 
(10) [o•t auyKa•aSao£~~ EV£K£V Kat oiKovo~ta~ •ou•o £no1ouv 
oi an6o•oA.ot, MPG 61: 636.] 
(11) [.. Kat •o ~n oKav&xA.iom •ou~ £~ ·I ouBai~v. Kat •o 
napaox£iv ·~ na0~ EuA.oyov •n~ £nt•t~no£~~ np6~otv, MPG 
61: 640-641] 
(12) [Ep. 75:6, GSEL 34: 289-290] 
(13) [P. AUVRAU, in Recherches de Science Religieuse, 29 (1939( pp. 
594-610] 
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'tOtO\rttOV 13£i KaAftV, &).)...' OiKOVOjJ.tO:V 'ttVO: KO:t OO(j)tO:V KO:t 
'tE')(vnv iKo:vnv ltOMOU<; 1t6pouc; EV 'tOt<; em6pot<; £\.>p£iv, KO:t 
1tAniJ.IJ.EA£io:c; E:no:vop8&oo:t WUXnc;.(15) 
As far as the case of Paul's imposition of circumcision on 
Timothy is concerned, Chrysostom says that "it was 
purposefully done and purposefully undisclosed with the view 
to abolishing circumcision by circumcision"!(16) Particularly 
interesting here is the point that the particular application of 
oeconomy should be undisclosed to the person who undergoes 
it, if it is to produce positive results. (17) 
At this point it is important to note that Chrysostom does 
not make a radical distinction between the "divine oeconomy" 
(14) [MPG 51: 371-388, and REUMANN, J., "OiKOVOIJ.tO: as Ethical 
accommodation in the Fathers and its pagan backgrounds", Studia 
Patristica (Berlin), 3 (1961) p. 370] 
(15) ["llEpi. . IEpUJm)vnc; A6yoc; o:', KE(j). n', MPG 48: 631] 
(16) [Mi yap 'tn<; oiKOVOIJ.tO:<; ayVOEiV 'tllV o:i'tio:v 'tOU<; IJ.EA-
AOV'tO:<; 'tt KO:pnouo8o:t no:p' aU'tn<; XPnOtjJ.OV· Ei yap (j)O:VEin 'tWV 
Yt VOIJ.EVUJV n np6(j)o:Ot <;, 'tO nav oi XnOE'tO:t, MPG 61: 636; Cf. also 
60: 247, 61: 183f and 62: 46.] 
(17) [Cf. here the parallel text of 61: 632] 
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exercised by God in Christ and the "apostolic oeconomy" 
exercised by the Apostles in their evangelical missionary 
activity which is obviously related to the so-called 
"ecclesiastical oeconomy". Rather, he is prone to emphasize 
the inter-relatedJess of these two notions, tracing it to 
Christ's will. This is explicitly brought out in the following 
otao£~ao8at 'tflV oi KOVOIJ.tCXV, i vex IJ.fl Wt; EYKCX'tCXA.£A.£ 1-IJ.IJ.EVO\. 
otaKaino8£· a0'tot; yap £o'tiv 6 nae~v, a0'tot; 6 np£oP£Dwv.(18) 
Finally we should point out the close connection, or 
identification, of the notion of "condescention" ( ouyKa'taPam t;) 
-- which aapears 9 times in this Commentary -- with the 
notion of "oeconomy" (oiKovoiJ.ia) in the thought of John 
Chrysostom.(19) Sergio Zincone analyses these notions 
" -r>O 
separately, but finally admits that they~ ~iosely connected and 
form s sort of hendiadys.(20) 
(18) [MPG 62: 327. Cf. here what Patriarch Nicholas the Mystic says 
in his Epistola 32 [MPG 111: 213] about the ecclesiastical oeconomy 
being an imitation of the divine oeconomy; also MOURATIDES, K. 
D., The Essence and Policy of the Church according to the teaching 
of St John Chrysostom (in Greek), Athens, 1958] 
(19) [MPG 61: 636, 638. Cf. also Nicholas Mysticus Epistola 32, MPG 
111: 212] 
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